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THE RESIDUE CALCULUS

IN SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES
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GERALD LEONARD GORDON!.1)

ABSTRACT.   Let If be a complex manifold and V an analytic variety.

Then homology classes in W — V which bound in V, called the geometric resi-

dues, are studied.   In fact, a long exact sequence analogous to the Thom-Gysin

sequence for nonsingular V is formed by a geometric construction.   A geometric

interpretation of the Leray spectral sequence of the inclusion of W - V C V is

also given.

If the complex codimension of V is one, then one shows that each cohomol-

ogy class of W - V can be represented by a differential form of the type 9 A X

+ T) where X is the kernel associated to V and 61 V is the Poincare residue of this

class.

1.  Introduction.  Let W be a complex manifold and V a subvariety of co-

dimension q in W.  Then let

RpiV) = kernel {HpiW - V)-^HpiW)}

and RpiV) are called the geometric ^-residues of V.

In the classical case when W is a Riemann surface RxiV) is generated by

small circles y, about the points P¡ G V and the relation is given by 2 y¡ ~ 0 in

case W is compact. This is a special case of when V is nonsingular and one looks

at the Thom-Gysin sequence of the normal sphere bundle of V in W:

^Hp+xiW)-l+Hp_2q+1iV)^HpiW-V)->HpiW)^

where r is tubes over cycles and / is transverse intersection.

In §2 we study V in the case when V has normal crossing, i.e., transverse

intersection of nonsingular hypersurfaces. We construct HJV)A , a quotient group

of a subgroup of the p-cycles of V, such that

Corollary 2.14. The following is exact
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->Hp+xiW)-í+Hp_xiV)A¿>HpiW-V)-+HpiW)-+'-'

where t will be induced from the nonsingular hypersurfaces.

The proof is geometric. In §3 it is shown that if one can resolve singularities

via monoidal transforms with nonsingular centers, then it suffices to have normal

crossings to study Rp{V).

In §4 we consider the general case of V, a sub variety of codimension q in

W. There a tubular neighborhood t{V) CW- F of F in W is constructed such

that

Corollary 4.17. 77ie following is exact

->Hp + x{W)^mp_2q + x{V)¿-Z+ Hp{W - V)-+Hp{W)-+ • ••

where t is the tubes over cycles via this tubular neighborhood and ZZ    2o+i(^)a

is a quotient group of a subgroup of the {p — 2q + l)-cycles of V.

The proof is geometric and uses Whitney work on stratifications to construct

the tubular neighborhood. At the end of the section, the spectral sequence in-

duced from the inclusion map W - V —*■ W is studied and one has

Ep-q «* Hp+q{W - V)

with

Ep'° => image {HP{W) -*• HP{W - V)}

and

EP-i'i => cokernel {HP{W) -+HP{W - V)}

(i.e., Rp{V)) for q > 1. The d2-term of the spectral sequence is essentially the

Gysin map and the geometric results of this section are an investigation of this

map.

We note here that Corollary 4.17 is true if V satisfies Whitney condition A

and W is a differentiable manifold. In particular if F has a regular neighborhood,

e.g. V is a polyhedron.

If we take coefficients in C, rather than Z, and let q = 1, then by dualizing

Corollary 4.17 we get

HP{W - V)£* Hp-x{V)h=Uom{Hp_x{V)h,C)

where R is the Poincaré residue operator if V is nonsingular. We show that

Theorem 5.2. If V has normal crossings, then a E HP{W - V) can be

represented by a differential form with a pole of order one on V.
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By the de Rham theorem HpiW - V; C) can be represented by closed

C°° p-forms on W - V modulo exact ones. Furthermore, if V has normal

crossings, co will be of the type

where fu is a local defining equation of V in U, a suitably chosen coordinate

chart in W and ev a partition of unity subordinate to U. Also 17 is smooth in W

and closed near V. Then i?(co) = 0 \ V, a closed form on V, but not necessarily

smooth, i.e., 6 \ V can have a simple pole on the singular locus of V.

It is conjectured that for any hypersurface, w will have this form, in fact,

if V is a subvariety of codimension q, then it is conjectured that w = 0 A X + 77

where X is a iq, q — l)-form with dX the representative of the Poincare dual of

Kin W.

Finally unless otherwise specified, in § §2-4, we always have H+iX) =

H+iX;Z), i.e., coefficients in Z, and in §5, H^X) = H*iX;C) and H\X) =

H*iX;C).

2. Residues of normal crossings. Let W be an «-complex dim manifold and

V a hypersurface. If V is nonsingular, then we have a map t: H JV) —►

Hp+xiW - V) called tubes over cycles which is adjoint to integration over the

fibre R: Hp+liW - V)—* HpiV), i.e. if we represent cohomology of W - V

by closed C°° differential forms on W - V (modulo exact ones), so that if co is a

closed (p + l)-form on W - V and a G HpiV), then ¡T^ w = fa /?(w). Essen-

tially, if yp is a p-cycle which represents a, i.e., yp G a, and sa is a local defining

equation of V in Ua (where we choose coordinates of W in Ua so that sa is one of

them, which is possible if V is nonsingular), then 7(7 ) fi Ua = (| sa \ = 1) x

(7   n t7a). (Note that t is the map which appears in the Thom-Gysin sequence

of the normal bundle of V in W.) For a precise definition and discussion of t,

see Leray [14], where r is called 5* = coboundary map.

If V1 is another nonsingular hypersurface of W, then we have the maps

np-livnv')^Hpiv-ivnv'))-+Hp+xiW-ivvv'))

and the composition is called reiterated tubes over cycles.

We also have a map on the chain level, T: CJV) —♦ Cp+2(W) where if

cp is a p-chain of V and sa and Ua as above, then T(cp) D Ua = i\sa | < 1) x

icp n i/Q), so that 3°r = T + 7'o9 where 9 is the boundary map (recall

3(a x b) = da x b + (-l)dimaa x bb).

Note that even if V has a nonempty singular locus S, if cp is a chain in

V - S, then we can still speak of the (p + l)-chain t(c ) CW - V and the

(p + 2)-chain Ticp) CW-S.
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2.1 Définition.  We say V has normal crossings if V = U,™ i Vi where

each V¡ is a nonsingular hypersurface and if P E Vx n • • • O Vk and z • is a local

defining equation for V¡, 1 </ < A;, then (Zj.zk) can be extended to a

local coordinate system of W about P.

Let i: W - F —► W be the inclusion map and so we get /„, : HAW - V) —►

Hp{W) and Ker i0 = p-residues of V = Rp{V). Also, let Zp{V, U) denote the

relative p-cycles of V mod U fot U C V.

2.2 Theorem. Let W be an n-dim complex manifold and Va hypersurface

with normal crossings. Let S be the singular locus of V.  Then we can choose S'

an arbitrary small neighborhood of S in V such that every class of R JV) has a

representative of the form T{yp_x) for some yp_x EZp_x{V,S').

Proof.  Let a E Rp{V) and let y  be a representative of a. Then yp =

i>cp+xCW.

Let Mi = i-fold points of V, i.e.,

dcp+VCp+lCW-

m,=    U    if, n•••.*.Kf-   U    v, r\"-c\v, c\v,   \.

distinct KKi

Therefore, P E M¡ implies we can choose coordinates so that V is given by

ITj^j zk = 0 in a neighborhood of P and dimc M¡ = n - i with M¡ a nonsingular

locally closed submanifold and oM¡ = U;> i M¡.

Since each M¡ is a manifold, it makes sense to speak of the transverse inter-

section of chains withA^. Then we let cp+1 nM¡ = y¡ EZp + l_2¡{M¡). y¡ is a

cycle because (dcp+ x) D M¡ = 0 = {oM¡) n y^ Then we let i'0 be the largest

integer such that 0 ¥= [y¡ ] EHp + x_2¡ {M¡ ), i.e., if cp+x (~)M¡ = 0 for i> i'

and y'¡ ~ 0 in JW,.', then we can deform c +x, keeping y  CW - V fixed so that

c +x n Mi = 0.  We denote by i0 the largest integer such that this process termi-

nates, and t0 > 1, since otherwise 7p = 3cp+1, cp+1 C W - V, but then 0 =

a G Z?p(K). (Recall Rp{V) is a subgroup of Hp{W - V).)

If PEcp+x C\M¡   and about P, V is given by IL^Lj zk = 0, then locally

about P we get that cp + x = Cx x • • • x C¡   x y¡   where C;- = Zyplane. This is

because cp+, hits P transversely and M¡   "= (0,..., 0, C +,.C„).

Since V has normal crossings, if ^4 is a set in Mk which misses 3Mfc, then we

can speak of the tubular neighborhood of A in Mk_ x, where we put M0 = W - V.

That is, if we have

A c Kj n • • • nvk - (J vxn-" nvknVj
j>k
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then we can take the tubular neighborhood of A in Vx n • • • n V¡ f~l • • • n Vk,

since Vx H • • • n Vk is a nonsingular hypersurface in Vx D • • • D V¡ D • • • n

Vk. We denote it by Tk ¡iA) = solid tube, i.e., all fibres of length < some e.

Let

(1) TkiA)=ZTkiiA)-
i=l

Furthermore, by putting appropriate Riemannian metrics in each normal

bundle, we can assume that, if Tk ¡iA) denotes the boundary of the tube over A,

i.e., TkjiA) = (all vectors < e) x A and rk a\A) = (all vectors = e) x A, then

we have that as sets rk_XiTk ¿A) = rk_XjTk ¿A).

However, if A is an oriented chain, we have

2.3 Lemma. rk_XirkjiA) =-Tk_XJTkiiA).

Proof.  See Leray [14, p. 132] for proof. Essentially this is true because

in a fibre bundle, if cx and c2 are oriented cycles, then cx x c2 = - c2 x cx.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let

(2) TkiA) = Z TkJiA),
/=i

2.4 Corollary.   Tk_xTkiA) = 0, if A is an oriented chain.

Proof.  Tk_ x rkiA) is a sum of pairs of the form rk_ x ¡Tk -iA) +

rk-i,jTk,i(A) which is zero by the lemma. Q.E.D. for Corollary 2.4.

ua c vx n ••• n vk let

f¡ • • • TJA) = Z T,, Ti+. j   • • • Tk i iA).

K/Xfc

Note that TkiA) = TkiA).

Let y¡   = y¡   and by induction define for i < /0

yt = %• - [Ti+ïyi+l + Ti+xTl+2yi+2 +..- +r/+1... 7\o77o]

after deforming Cp+X (leaving yp fixed) such that 7'i+17(.+ 1 + • • • + Ti+X • • •

Tf yt   is a (p + 1 — 2/)-dim chain contained in y¡, which is possible by trans-

versality.

25  Lemma.  by¡ = - ri+, 7^+, for i < i0.
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Proof.  For i = iQ - 1,

àyiQ.x = dyio_x - T¡o_xoyio - r,.o7,.o = - t^

since the y, are cycles.

For/ </0 - 1, since t¡jTi+xk = T¡ kTi+x>¡ (because the T¡¡ are locally

products of 2-dim chains), we have that

Ac

Z Z    Ti,i.' "   Ti+j-l,i:Ti+j,ij+X Ti+j+l,ii+2   '      '   Ti+k-l,iSA)
ix<---<ik   j=l * ' ' '

í<í<m

=      Z Ttii   ■•'Ti+k_2t¡kiT¡+k_x{A)
ix<~t'<ik-l

/</.•< m

where Ti+k+x is defined in (2). This is a straightforward combinatorial argument.

Hence by induction on i and the above equality, we get

3(7/+1 " ' " 7/+/7,+/) ~ ^1+1 ' * * ^I+/-l7/+/%+/

~ *l+l * * " *f+/Ti+/+lTf+/+l"

Then a straightforward computation and the induction hypothesis yield  87,. =

~Tt+1 Ti+1 • Q.E.D. for Lemma 2.5.

Let T' = rt 7j which is (p + l)-dim chain in W; deform cp+ x (leaving y

fixed) so that T'CCp+x. Then o{cp+x - T') = yp-Txyx- Tx{oyx). Now,

- Txdy j = rjTjTÍj by Lemma 2.5, and d{Tx{dyx)) = TxT2y2 = 0 by Corollary

2.4; therefore 7^(3^) is an absolute cycle which implies T|(7i) is also an abso-

lute cycle.

2.6 Lemma.  Tx{dyx) = - TxT2y2 =dT" where

T" = TxT2y2 + TxT2T3y3 + ...+?,... T.^.

Proof. We have

M ** ' Tkyk =TX *•• 7'k_jTt7jt -T| • * * TkTk+xyk+l

by Lemma 2.5. Then computing T" with the above equality yields a telescoping

series whose first term is - rj7272 and whose last term is   Tx • • • T¡ by¡

= 0. Q.E.D. for Lemma 2.6.

Therefore, let T = T' + T" C cp+x and cp + x n V C T.   Then we have
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cp + x - TCW - Fand

9(<-p + i ~T) = yp- rxiyp_x) + T.Of.) - Txidyx) = yp- rxiyp_x).

Since we have that yp_ltX G Zp_x(J/, S') where 5' is an arbitrary small neighbor-

hood in V of U.-> 2 M¡ — S — singular locus of V by choosing the tubular neigh-

borhoods sufficiently small.  Q.E.D. for Theorem 2.2.

The t we have constructed is not well defined on homology, i.e., yp_x can

bound in Kbut t,(7,) might not bound in W - V.   However, if yp_x does

bound in V, then it is a tube over a lower-dimensional cycle in V. Before proving

this we will need some more notation.

Again, let V = U,= i V¡ have normal crossings. LetM(. be the /'-tuple points,

i.e.,

M¡= U M(/,,...,/,.)
distinct /-tuples

where

MUx,...,j¡) = v¡ n-.-nr,-     U      Vkn v, n ••• n v,.
1 '     k±jt;KKi * '

LetM(/j, . . . ,/,) = closure of Mijx, . . . ,j¡) = V¡   C\ • - • C\ V, .   For nota-

tional completeness, let M0 = W - V. A\so,M¡ = U^(/i> • • • >//)•

At each component of Af(+/- there are ('f+/) = ('t7)-components of M¡ near-

by, i.e., if locally M¡+- = {zx • • • z¡+¡ = 0}, then [zk   • • • zk  = 0} for all

distinct subsets [kx, . . . ,k¡} C {1,....,/ + /'} defines the ('t^-components.

Now i'+i) >/ + 1 and we say that:

2.7 Definition.   (/ + 1) of the components, say {kXs, . . . , kis}, s =

1, ...,/+ 1, are tubular if f\'^Jx{kXs, . . . , kis} = {ft,, . . . , «,._,}, i.e.,

0^=1 Mikls, . . . , kis) is a component ofM¡_x.

Note that 10^=/ {kXs, . . . , k¡s}\ < / — 1 where the k¡s are arbitrary.

Another way to see this is:  if say Af(l,...,/ + /) C MQ + j ) and take any

Mt_x nearby, say Af(l, ...,/— 1).  Then there are exactly (/ + l)-components

of M¡ between M(l, ...,/-  1) and M(l, ...,/+ /), namely

Mil,...,/- 1 ,k),k = i,...,i+ j, and these Af(l,...,/- 1, k) are tu-

bular.

We let HJM¡)A (the tubular cycles) be those classes of HJM¡) which have

a representative such that each component 7   has the following properties:

(a) If 7p n Mikx,-ki+j) ± 0, then dimÄ M(fr,, . . . , kl+j) n yp =

p - 2j, i.e., they intersect transversely.

(b) Of the (I*1 Components of M¡ at M(Ar,, . . . , k¡+¡), yp meets exactly
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(/ + 1) of them in a nonempty transverse intersection.

(c) These (/ + l)-components form a tubular set.

This means, for example, if dimc W = 2 and V = Vx U V2 with V¡ being

nonsingular curves which intersect in double points, then if yx is a line in Vx from

one double point to a different one and a line in V2 connecting the same double

points, then (a) implies that [yx] £ HX{MX)A. (b) implies [Vx] $ H2{MX)A.

Also note that in Theorem 2.2 Hp_x{Ml)A is precisely those classes for which we

constructed tubes in W - V.  We did not have to worry about tubular then, since

for i = 1, í1*') =/ + 1 and they are always tubular.

Let t¡: Hp{M¡)A —*Hp + l{Mi_x) be the map defined in Theorem 2.2.

There we had it for i = 1, but if one checks one easily sees that tubular is pre-

cisely what one needs for / > 1.  In fact, if M{kXs, . . . , kis), s = 1, ...,/ + 1,

are the tubular components, then they are tubular to some M¡_x, say

M{hx, . . . , h¡_x). Then M{hx, . . . , h¡_x) plays the role of M0 = W - Kin

Theorem 2.2. Let t¡: Hp{M¡) —>Hp + l{Mi_x) be the map which puts a tube

over a cycle in just one normal direction, i.e., rt = t¡ , for some /.

2.8 Corollary.   Rp{V) is generated by rxHp_x{Mx)A,7xT2Hp_2{M2)A,

■ ■ -, ~x ••'Tp_xTpH0iMp)¿.

2.9 Definition.   tx • • • 7q_xTqHp_q{Mq)A are called the geometric

{p - q)-residues of Rp{V).

Note.   The notion of geometric ^-residue follows Hodge-Atiyah [11], whose

definition follows Zariski [28, p. 150].  Also rj. = T¡ ¡ does not depend on which

/ we choose because 7X • • • 7        xt    Ay      ) will only differ by a sign if we

choose the ;"s in different order.  This corollary is true for all p < 2«, since the

only difficulty would be for p = 2n, but R2n{V) = 0.

Proof.  We prove this by induction on m = number of components of V.

For m = 1, this is clear. Therefore assume done for less than m.

Let a G Rp{V) and 7p be a representative of a so that y   = ôcp+x,

cp+i n v = yp-v \.1p-i\ ehp-i(v)a and Ip ~<-VP-i) W Theorem 2.2.

If 7p_i /-0 in V, then we have 7p G rxHp_x{Mx)A. Suppose 7p_j = ocp

for c C V. Then choose the largest iQ such that yp_x nM¡ ¥= 0 and dim 7p-1

nMio=p + l-2i0.
If i'0 = 1, then 7p _ i C Mx and we can apply the induction hypothesis;

namely, let W' = V¡, V' = S D V¡ where S - singular locus of V =M2 and

7p_j n Vl = 7p_1(/ EHp_x{W' - V'). Then since V' has (m - ^-compo-

nents, we get 7p_i,/ is generated by r\Hp_2{M'x)A, . . . , t\  •••

^p-2T'p-iHo(K-i )a • But M\ c Mi+1 and Tl " r/+1 » U = ~i+1 so that we
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have 7p_i,i is generated by r2Hp_2iM2)A, . . . , 72 ••• Tp_xrpH0iMp)A which

implies T,(7p_,) = •Vi./frp-i./) is generated by T. T2Hp_2iM2)A,... ,7j •• •

tp-itpHo(mp)a-

Assume ,„ > 1.  Let y¡Q = yp_x n M/q ^Hp + 2_2¡(M¡Q). Now,

dimÄ c   C\M¡   < p + 2 - 2/0.  Suppose dimÄ c   C\M¡   = p + 2 — 2/0 and let

c„ n M.   = C; . If c,   C M, , then we can construct the tube over c„ such that
P '0 '0 '0 '0 p

Ticp) C IV - K and 9r(cp) = - t(7p_.) = - yp, i.e., yp ~ 0 in IV - V.  The

construction is as follows:  Let c„ n M, = c,, 1 < i < i*n. Then put 7,-   = c,pit' u '00

and by induction define for ; < i0

*/-«/-[Ç«?+l+ — + ?#«"-í.%]

after deforming as in Theorem 2.2. This is possible because of tubularness.

But dcj = - T¡+ j cy+ j, / < ;0, and 9cj = 7,.  So we form tx(cx) C W - V

and 3t,!?; = - rxidcx) = - rxyx = - yp.

Next, suppose c   DM¡ + x ¥= 0 which implies dimÄ c   C\M¡ +x =p — 2iQ.

However, we cannot, in general, construct the tube over c   in W - V because we

might have M¡ +1 contained in some component of M¡   with c   missing this

component, e.g., let p = 4, iQ = 2 and locally we have coordinates (jc, y, z) with

V = {xyz = 0}.

Let

73 = [{x = 0} x C, x (|z| = 1)] U [C, x [y = 0} x (|z| = 1)].

Then

c4 = [{x = 0} x Cy x (|z| < 1)] U [Cx x {y = 0} x (|z| < 1)]

and we connot construct tíc4) C W - V because at (0, 0, 0) £M3, dim c4 • M3

= 0 but M3 CMiy, z) and c4 • M(>», z) = 0.  We notice, however, that

riy3) = E(I*I = i) x c, - (LH < l) x (|*| = i)]

U[Ç,-|x|<l x i\y\ » 1) x i\z\ = 1)1.

So if instead of coming down to F so that we get y3, we first come down to V

via |z| = 1, we get

7t-[i\x\-l)xC,-(\y\<l)x {z = 0}]

U [C, - (l*l< 1) x (M - 1) x {z = 0}]

and 73 - riy2), y'2 GH2iM2)A where
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72 = [{x = 0}xCyx {z = 0}] U [Cx x {y = 0} x {z = 0}].

We can also do this in the general case:  y¡   EH„ . ,   ,,- {M, ) and assume
'o       p+1_¿'o    'o

y¡   is connected (if not, do each component one at a time). This implies y¡   C

Mil.i0). Then if W' -ift,..., i0) and V = Uj>i(M{l, ..., i0,j)

then y¡   is a residue of K' in W' and W' has less than m components which im-

plies by induction that we have

7,0 = T/0+1  '     '  T'*0+«-lTiO + ̂ 7|'o + ̂ ' 7'0 + <? EHP+l-2i0-q(Mi0+q)A-

Thus locally we have for P E yt   and U a coordinate chart about P with

local coordinates {zx,. . . ,zn) and V = {zx ' • • z-   = 0} that

7p_, ni/ = cV2 x (|z,.o + 1l - 1) x ... x {\zq_x\ = 1) x {r0(7/o+0) n «7}

where

c2,n-2 = i/n [{zx = 0} x C    x • • • x cz.   UC    x {z2 = 0}
o 2 i0 i

x Cz   x-xC2    U-UC     x"-xCz.        x {z(   =0}].
3 /q 1 /0 — 1 0

Claim.  yp E 7, • • • Vo + i^p-o-i^o + iV
We can assume q = l, else rather than dropping down to V by the tube

which yields y    x, we drop down via 7- + x and this yields a)', C Mx and we

can proceed by the induction hypothesis.

111611 7'o = \+i%-i,i0+¿' 7'o+1 e//P-2/0^Vl)A- ThuS

1"i(c2/0-2 x T/0+i(7,0+i))~^'-2(c2/0-2 * 7/0+i)e V2ZZp_2(M2)A.

To see this, consider the following example: p = 6, i0 = 2 and locally

7p-i = [CZl x {z2=0}U{z1=0}xCZ2]

x [cZ3 - (U3I < 0 * dz4l -1)u Cl^31 - 0 x cz4 - (U4I < 01

and

{CZ3 - (U3I < O x U4I = 1} u {lz3l = ! x C*4 - dz4l < U = r2(73)

where
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73 - iH = 0} x  {z2 = 0} x CZ3 X  {Z4 = 0}

U {z, = 0} x {z2 = 0} x {z3 = 0} x Cz  .

So before we constructed tubes, we were considering

CZi x {z2 = 0} x CZ3 x {z4 = 0} U CZj x {z2 = 0}

x {z3 = 0} x CZ4 U {zx = 0} x CZj x CZ3

x {z4 = 0} U {z, = 0} x Cz    x {z3 = 0} x {z4 = 0}

= Mi\, 3) UM(1, 4) Uf(2, 3) UM(2, 4).

ButA/(l, 3) +M(2, 3) ~M(3, 4) because 9M(3) =M(1, 3) +M(2, 3) +

M(3,4). Therefore, what we want to construct the tube over is really M(l, 4) +

Mi2, 4) +M(3, 4) G H4iM2)A, i.e., yp = r,r2(72), 72 G//p_,(M2)A. Thus

what we are saying in this example is that if we set

ci = Cz, - (Iztl < 1) x (|z2| = 1),     c2 = i\zx\ = 1) x CZ2 - (|z2| < 1),

C3 - CZ3 - (U3I < 1) X (lZ4l - O'        *4 « CIZ3I = O X C,4 - (U4I < 1)

and

c5 - CZl - i\zx\< 1) x CZ2 - (|z2| < 1) x (|z3| = 1) x (|z4| = 1),

then we have that 7 = cx x c3 + c2 x c3 + cx x c4 + c2 x c4 is homologous

in W - I7 to 7' = cx x. c3+ c2 x c3 + cs with c5 ~ cx x c^ + c2 x c4 corre-

sponding toM(l, 3) +M(2, 3) ~M(3, 4).

The general case, locally, is the same as the above example, i.e., given U

open with V given in U by ftf=x z¡ = 0, then we can transform 7p_, in U so

that

'0

7p_i - Z C, x • • • x Cy_! x {0} x C/+1 x - • • x C/fl x t,.o+1(7/o+1).

Then

xC/0+/+i*••• *ci0+i xv«+"

where
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ÍV" + |X'"*J" ifp-2i0 = 2l,

V- + »=(7l   x P¡o + m + 2 x • .. x Pn    ifp-2iQ=2l +

and P¡ G C, - {0}, yx is a line in CÍQ+m + x - {0}. (Recall, dimÄ y¡o+x =p-

2i0.) We let m = min{k, i0 + 1) and 7rm: C" —* Cm be the projection on the

first w-coordinates. Then, locally, before we construct t¡ +1, we have the

{p - 2)-dim chain

'o        m

7p-2 = Z      Z     7rm(M(i-i)) x 7
i=l j=i0+i

where y is a (p — 2wi)-dim chain in Ox ••• *0xCm + 1 x • • • xC„ and

M{i, j) means {z,. = 0} n {z;- = 0}. By keeping 7 fixed, we can work in 7rm(C")

~ ïïm(U) and we nave

2.10 Lemma.  S¡», S£,o+1 irw(W(i, /)) ~ 2K M irm0f(i, m)) in nm(U).

Proof.  To fix some consistent orientation in M{i), we say M{i, j) = M{j, i)

and

r+i,   /</,
e(A i^(;, ij   wnere e(j, l) = j

Then

3M(0 = Z e(/. 0M(/, 0   where e(/, /)={   ,*     ,      '
«.« 1-1,    ;>i-

3^(M(0)=     Z     e(/,i)7rm(M(/,/)).
/<m ;/*/

Hence

Z     *miMii, i0 + k))~    Z    fffcW, i0 + *))   in7rm(i7)foraUfc
I<lQ+fc I>lQ+fc

Thus, for k = 1,

'0      m '0       m

Z    Z    tfmW./))~Z     Z    ffmW./))+    Z    irM(W(/,/0 + 1));
l = l/='0+1 i=l /=/0 + 2 '>''o+1

for k = 2,

~Z     Z     ^«/))+    Z    7rm(M(/,/0 + l)) + 7rm(M(/,i0 + 2));
i'=l /=/q + 3 i>/0 + 2

for k = m - 1,
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'O m-/0-l

~ Z "m M& m)+     Z     n„Mint, i0 + m) = Z  "mW «)),
¿=1 k=l i<m

Q.E.D. for Lemma 2.10.

Note.  This lemma is true for any m chosen, 1 < m < n = dimc W.

Then let y'p_2 = \Zi<m JTm(M(/, m)) x y and 7p_2 ~ 7p_2 in U

(mod 9J7) and T2iy'p_2) CMX by choice of m with 7-2(7p-2) ~ 7p_,

(mod 9(7).

Thus, locally there is no problem. The difficulty is global: Can we make

these local changes in a consistent manner, since we change 7p_2 at 9(7.

To do the global case, we will construct a polygon T of dimÄ = n0 — 1

where

nQ = max 11 local coordinates so that T T z, = 0 defines V>,
1    I "l I

i.e., «0 = maximum number of components of V which intersect at a point. Then

n0 < min(n, m), « = dimc W, m = number of components of V.  In general,

n0=n.

Before constructing T, we note that we can assume the Mi}x,. . . , ik) =

V¡   n ' • ' n V(   are connected for all {/,,..., ik} C {1,... , m}. This is

because, if not, then perform monoidal transforms with centers at all but one of

the components of M(/,,. . . , ifc) and this will create new V¡, i > m, but with

only one component for MQX, .... ik). Then Proposition 3.1 shows that RJV)

is invariant under such transformations.

Note.  The connectedness of the Miix, . . . , ik) simplifies the geometric

arguments which follow but is not necessary.

Now, to construct T:  to each M(/) = V¡ C V, associate an («0 — l)-dim

face, call it S¡. If 0 + MQX, i2), then the two faces S¡   and S¡   have an

(n0 - 2)-dim face in common, call it S¡ ¡ . If Mi¡x, i2, i3) =£ 0, then we have

an («0 - 3)-dim edge S¡ ¡ ¡   corresponding to where the three («0 - 2)-dim

edges 5,- , , S¡ ,   and 5,- ,   intersect, etc. Finally, each vertex S,      ,    will
'1'2     '1'3 '2'3 ,1'""»,/Iq

correspond to iMi}x.i„ )) ^ 0-

To see why we need T, let us again consider the example on pp. 136,137 with

i0 = 2, p = 6. Suppose for simplicity, nQ = 4 and T is a simple closed regular

3-dim tetrahedron (i.e., a cone on a 2-dim pyramid) with 5 3-dim faces S¡, i =

1,. . . , 5, 10 2-dim faces St¡ti, / — 1.5, i j=j, 10 edges Sijk and 5 vertices

See...
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Suppose the situation described on pp. 136,137 in the example is at vertex

SX234 with S¡ corresponding to [z¡ = 0} = M{i).

Then y¡ +1 = y3 is, near 51234, given by SX24 + Sl23 and before con-

structing the tube r3, we are considering, near Sx234, the 2-cycle (in T) 5"^ +

SX4 + S23 + S24 « 74 n U.   {Note.  « will mean correspond to.) But y3 is a

2-cycle inM3 andM3 « rx, the 1-skeleton of T. Hence we must have a 1-cycle

in rx, i.e., S123 and Sx24 have 5123s and SX24S (respectively) as vertices. Sup-

pose that 73 « 5123 + 5124 + S12S EZX{TX)CZX{T). Then for 7S - 7p_,

to be a cycle, we have that, before constructing tubes, that 74 must also have

Sxs +S25, i.e., 74~S.3+ SX4+S23  + S24 + Sxs + S25 GZ2(D.

That is, we start with 7P-X = C2i _2 x t¡ +x{y¡ +x), but if we did not con-

struct t¡ + j, we have a (p — 2)-dim cycle in V, which in U is of the form

2¿i 2/13 n4{M{i, j)). But as we approach Ss, if we assume 72 ^ .S123 + SX24

+ SX25, then for 74 to remain a cycle, we must have Af(l, 5) + Af(2, 5) * 51S +

S2S. Now, 3M(3) = Mil, 3) + M{2, 3) - M{3, 4) - M{3, 5), but M{5) n U = 0,

so that bM{3) n U does not have M{3, 5) as was in the example. In T, this

corresponds to 353 = Sl3 + S23 - S34 - S3S. Also 35s = 51S + S2S + S3S

+ S4S so that 74 » Sx4 + S24 + S34 - S4S {= dS4). But this is precisely a

tubular element, i.e., in V, we have M{1, 4) + M{2, 4) + M{4, 3) - M{4, 5) which

is tubular, as at each 4-tuple point, we have exactly 3 4-dim edges intersecting.

In T, at each vertex -S'1234, Sj^j, <5'i34s> an<l ̂ 345 0I" 74 we have exactly 3

edges, i.e., tubular 5-dim cycles of V will correspond to simple closed 2-dim

polygons of T where a simple 2-dim polygon is one where at each vertex there are

exactly 3 edges.

Thus, to show that the tubular cycles generate R6{V) is equivalent to show-

ing that each 2-cycle of T is homologous to a simple closed 2-dim polygon.  But

it is clear that T is generated by such, i.e., H3{F) « Z with a generator 2^-j S¡

and the boundary of each S¡ is a simple closed 2-dim polygon.

This is precisely what happens in the global case:

Suppose we are given the representative 7p_j = ocp, cp C Fand we let

kQ - maxfe [cp r\Mkiz 0}. We have, of course, k0 > i0 by the above remarks.

Case I. n0 = k0.

Then locally 7p_i = C2/0-2 x %+i(Tr0+i) corresponds to a 7p_2 CM2

(before we construct t¡ +x) which we saw before Lemma 2.10 is essentially

^i=i 2y™/ +i itm{M{i, /)). The 7 is unimportant to finding a tubular representa-

tive as we perform the homologies in irm{U).

7p_2 will then correspond to a, an («0 - 2)-dim cycle of T and y¡ +x to

an {nQ - i0 - l)-dim cycle of T„ _,. _x, the {n0 - i0 - l)-skeleton of f.
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Namely, since k0 = nQ and irm in Lemma 2.10 is independent of m, we can

assume nm is never onto an A/(z), i.e., nm: C" —► C" and we can assume coordi-

nates have been chosen so that for i> m, [z. = 0} <£ V.  Then each Trm(M(z, /))

corresponds to an («0 — 2)-dim chain of T and if 7p_2 is a chain over which we

can form a tube to get 7P_(, then these («0 — 2)-dim chains must fit together to

form an (n0 - 2)-dim cycle of T. That is, if a is not a cycle, so that, say, at the

vertex (1, . . . , n0) we have Mil, 2) C a but Af(l, 3) £ a and ¡W(l, 2) D

Mil, 2, 3), then in V n U where ¿7 is a neighborhood and V is given by n".?, z¡

= 0 in U, we cannot construct r¡ +x on y¡ +x.

Hence the proof of Lemma 2.10 is just a local manipulation in T and to find

a tubular cycle y'p_2 ~ 7p_2 with y'p_x = raiy'p_2) ~ yp_x in F with Txy'p_x

~t,7    , in W - I7 is equivalent to finding a simple closed (n0 — 2)-dim poly-

gon a ~ a in T, where a' is a simple («0 — 2)-dim polygon if at each vertex

there are

/»o-l\
(n0 - 1) edges, I I- 2-dim faces, . . . , («0- 1)(«0 - 2)-dim faces.

This is because C„ _,(r) is generated by the S¡ which correspond to Mif) so

that a ~ a in T will correspond to 7p_2 ~ 7P_2 'n V as shown in Lemma 2.10.

Furthermore the condition that a is simple is precisely the condition of y'p_2

being tubular, i.e., at each vertex a will have exactly («0 - 1) edges, but if a ver-

tex is given by 5j     „ , then the (n0 — 1) edges are given by, say, Sx     p   „

for i = 1, . . . , «0 — 1 (i.e., one of the indices must appear in each edge).  This

implies that the (n0 - l)(n0 — 2)-dim faces of a' at Sx.„   are given by S¡n ,

i = 1, . . . , n0 — 1. This corresponds to having y'_2 represented by

2/<n   7Tm(M(/, n0)) x 7 at M(l.n0) which is a tubular element, so that

T2,ntpi<nQ frmWfc «o» x i) C Mi-

However, it is clear that Hn _ ,(r ) is a free abelian group with say N gener-

ators ßf.i— 1,... ,N, with each /?,. having as a representative a simple closed

(«0 — l)-dim polygon S.-5,-.. Also, Hn _2(F) = 0 and bSi is a simple closed

(«0 - 2)-dim polygon.  So that given a GZ„ _2(r), it is easy to see that 3 a

with a ~ a and a' a simple closed (n0 — 2)-dim polygon. (One can give a pre-

cise proof of this by induction on the number of faces S¡ of T.)

Case II:  k0 <n0.

Again recall we have 7p_, = 9c , cp C V.   Let

iik) = {(/,,...,ik)\MQX.yn« *0}.
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Then k0 = maxk{I{k) =é 0}, and let Ufc I{k)=I. Form r/; a {k0 - l)-dim

polyhedron corresponding toZ: if/G Z(i) then we take an {kQ — l)-dim face,

called S¡. If (/, /) G Z(2), then S¡ and Sj have a {k0 — 2)-dim face St]- in common,

etc.

Then as in the case k0 = n0, we can form a, a (fc0 - 2)-dim cycle in r7 which

correspond to y    2. We then have by induction on k0, that a ~ a', a simple

closed (fc0 - 2)-dim polygon.

Now, if flj-J'j zf defines F in Í7 and 7    j is given in U so that

V-2  = Z Z      7Tfc   (M(I,/)) X 7
/=1/=10+1        °

then 37Tfc (Af(i)) = 2/<fc   ±;rfc  {M{i, j)). That is, the changes we make in Fj

correspond to homologous changes in V to form y'p_2, i.e., irk   is a local change

in U but the changes in r7 are global changes in V which give a consistent local

change in each U. In r7, we have 35f = 2;- ±S(/- where S. corresponds to

7rfc {M(i)), and 5-, to 7rfc (Af(i, /)).  Thus, we have the same situation as on T

when nQ =k0.

Note that what we are doing can be seen in another context as follows:

We can embed Tj C T as a subcomplex of the first barycentric subdivision

ofT:

If {ix, . . . , ik )r  is a vertex of r/( then at the {nQ - fc0)-dim face

(ij, . . . , ik )CT (i.e., S¡      j   ), we take the barycenter to correspond to the

vertex. If (/lt..., îf,..., ífc )r  is an edge of r7 joining (/,,..., ik )r  to,

say, {ix.i'j, . . . , ik )r , then in the {n0 - k0 + l)-dim face

(ij, . . . , ij, . . . , ik  )r C T, we join the barycenter of (/,,... , ik )r and

iix,...,(,,..., ik )r to form an edge. We continue in this fashion.

Then under the embedding, a ~, a, a {k0 — 2)-dim cycle of the first bary-

centric subdivision of T.

Also, note that r, C T - Tn _k _x, i.e., T7 misses the {nQ - k0 - 1)-

dim skeleton of T and rt   is a deformation retract of T - r„    t     , (as
Ko "o-^o-1

dimÄ T = n0 — 1 and n0 - 1 - {n0 - kQ - 1) - 1 = k0 — 1). We can deform

rT into Tfc _ j as a subpolyhidron which is PL-homeomorphic to the original r¡.

Then we work in Tk _x to find a and then push everything back into T -

r      .     ,.  Q.E.D. for Corollary 2.8.
"o_'co-1

2.11 Definition.   We say V C W has local normal crossings if V is locally

given by flk=l zA = 0 where {zx.zn) are local coordinates.
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The proof of Theorem 2.2 is still valid in the local normal crossings case.

In fact, a more general result is proven in §4 for arbitrary V. Corollary 2.8 is

also valid but it takes some work to prove it. The induction should be changed

to an induction on dim V and «0, where «0 = maxfc {fljc=x ty = 0 defines V},

The sole difficulty in proving the result is the global construction of T (i.e.,

Lemma 2.10 is a local result) and here we can form T which is no longer a poly-

gon but a simplicial complex. The S¡, the (n0 — l)-dim simplex of T would corre-

spond to the global components of V, e.g. we can have a component intersect it-

self many times at a point. Also, when S¡ intersects itself, we would form Su
i ijk

where y could equal i, e.g., Sxx , Sxx , etc, and the 5f •   would correspond to the

global components ofM2, a subvariety of V. Again, if Mil) and MQ, jk) are the

components of KandM2 respectively, then homology in V via bMij) =

2- Mi}, jk) would correspond to homology in Y via bSif). Then the difficult part

will be to give a precise proof that simple closed (n0 — 2)-dim simplices are in

each equivalence class of homology. However, this can be done by, e.g. a double

induction on the number of components and n0. (For n0 = 2, first step in the

induction, we have a graph and results are clear.) The details are left to the reader.

To get the relations among the various geometric ^-residues, let us say that

two geometric 17-residues 7 , 7' are equivalent (7p ~ 7') if 7p — y   = be +x.

c +x C Ksuch that t,(t ) - T,(7p) = — 90"i(cp+1)). This is clearly an equiva-

lence relation.

2.12 Definition.   Let H    xiV)A denote

"p-iWa © T2Hp_2iM2)A © • • • 0 t2 • • • Tp_xTpH0iMp)A

modulo the equivalence relation.

Then r, =t: Hp_xiV)A-+HpiW - V).

2.13 Proposition. The sequence

Hp + im1+Hp_xiV)Al+HpiW-V)

is exact where I is intersection with V, i.e., essentially cap product with the dual

cohomology class of V.

Proof.   Let 7p+, GHp+ .(IV). Then /(7p + 1) = yp + x n V = yp_x. But

by the construction in Corollary 2.8, T(7p_,) = 3(7p + 1 - Typ_x) where T

is the solid tube over 7p_,, i.e., all fibres of length less than or equal to e.

Therefore t ' I = 0.

Conversely, suppose 7p_, EHp_xiV)A and r(7p_.) - 9cp + 1 for cp + 1 C
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W-V. Thenset7p+1 = Typ_x -cp+x. Butdyp+x=T{yp_x)-T{yp_1) = 0,

so that 7p+j G Hp+x(W) and clearly I{yp + X) = yp_x. Q.E.D. for Proposition

2.13.

Therefore the relations are given by I{H +X{W)). To say I{yp+X) = 0

means that if

7(7p+i) = (7p_i, r2(7p_2), ..., f2 • • • 7p_xrpy0)

for yp_¡ EHp_j{Mj)A then each 7p_; is homologous to zero in Hp_,{Mj), i.e.,

7p_/ - 3cp_/+1 and cp_j+x C M¡.^ In fact r, • • • ~f_xcp_i+x is a {p + 1)-

chain in W - V whose boundary is 7X • • • 7'i_xT-y    ■ by the definition of

homologous inH    X{VX)A.

2.14 Corollary.  77ie following is exact:

->Hp + x{W)-^Hp_x{V)A^Hp{W-V)^Hp{W) — •••.

Proof.  Exactness at Hjf{V)A is Proposition 2.11, while exactness at

H*{W - V) is essentially Corollary 2.8. By the above discussion we have exact-

ness at HJ\V).   Q.E.D.

We would like to note here that Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.8 are really

a geometric investigation of a special sequence. Namely if we take the inclusion

map of W — V C W and look at the induced Leray spectral sequence, then

Ep'«*<     Z     Hp{M{ix,...,i))
«1.',>

and

EP-q =>Hp+q{W- V).

(See Hodge-Atiyah [11] for a detailed investigation of this sequence. However,

they use coefficients in C.) Then dP,q is just the Gysin map and Ker d27,q =

HP{M , C)A. Also see Gordon [5] for a further discussion of this spectral se-

quence. We also note that Deligne [4] has generalized these results to the case

of schemes over C. For a detailed investigation of F in the general case see the

end of §4.

3. More remarks about the normal crossings case. In the previous section

we investigated the problem of the residues of V when V has normal crossings.

We will now show that this is quite sufficient in most cases and also give a further

topological reduction if further hypotheses are satisfied.

3.1 Proposition. If W' is obtained from W by a monoidal transform it

whose center X C Vis nonsingular and ifn~l{V) = V', then ir*: Rp{V')^Rp{V).
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Proof. From the commutative diagram

0-*Rp{V)->HpiW'-V)->HpiW)

0->RpiV)->Hp(W- V) ->Hp{W)

we have that n*RpiV) C RpiV).

Suppose a ER JV). Then a has a representative 7p such that 7p = 9Cp+1,

^p+i  c ^ with Cp+i intersecting X transversely, i.e., if cocumc X = m,

then Cp+ x n X = 7p+, _2m, and if NiX) is a normal disk bundle of X in W,

then, locally, Cp+X HN(X) = 7p+1_2m x D2m wnere D2m is a 2/w-dim disk.

The difficulty with having (îT+)_1a G RpiV) is that if we let y'p =

7r_1(7p), Cp + 1 = n-\Cp+x n (IV - K)) and C' be the closure of Cp+1 in IV',

then C' C\ V may not be a (p — l)-dim chain, i.e., it may be too large.

Set theoretically, we have W' = (IV - X) <JX iW(X), where PNiX) is the

projective-normal bundle of X in W with fibre CPm _ x. Then let U be a neighbor-

hood of W with local coordinates ixx, . . . , xn) and {Xj = • • • = xm = 0} =

X O ¿7and let CPm_1 = [A^, . . . ,Xm] in homogeneous coordinates. Then

IV' nr'(i/) = rc tfnCi^.! where

r = {(Tj.xH) x [Xx,... ,Xm] \x¡Xj = XjXf, i < /, / < m}.

Hence, locally, Cp + 1 n U = Cx x • • • x Cm x iyp+x_2m H /7) and C' H

ít-Hí/) n F' = CPm_x x y'p+x_2m where 7;+i_2m is a (p + 1 - 2m>dim

chain in 7T-1(t7) which is isomorphic to 7p+1_2m n U.  Thus C' C\ V' is a

(p — l)-dim chain, i.e., C' is a (p + l)-dim chain with bC' = y'. Hence

TTj'a GÄp(F').  Q.E.D. for Proposition 3.1.

Hironaka [9] has shown that if W is algebraic or a Stein manifold (in fact,

any closed submanifold of a (Stein variety) x (algebraic variety)), then, if V is a

hypersurface of W, after a finite number of monoidal transforms with nonsingular

centers contained in V, we can obtain n: IV' —► IV, also algebraic if W is, such

that V' = 7T-1(K), the total transform, has normal crossings in the sense of

Definition 2.1.

Then recently Lejeune-Teissier [13] have shown that if IV is a reduced com-

plex analytic space and if V C W is a hypersurface, one can (by a finite number

of monoidal transforms centered on nonsingular parts of V) obtain IV' with V'

having normal crossings..

Hence, in the above cases, the results of §2 are valid.

Next we want to make some further topological investigations of R JV)
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when V has normal crossings. Recall that in Corollary 2.8. we showed that

RpiV) is generated by cycles of the form ~x • • • f^-i^Tp-^) for yp_q G

Up-qiMq)A. If 7p_„ EHp_qiMq)A and yp_q = 2^-,,,,,...,^ then we first

want to consider Tp_qi.iyp_qt¡i., )in Miix, . . . , îjt . . . , iq) -

Miix,. . . , /.). For simplicity assume q = 1.

3.2 Proposition.  Let yp_x = XiBIyp_xieHp_xiMx)A.

(a) //7p_i,,0 ~ 0 in ViQ, then rxiyp_x) ~ Txiy'p_x) in IV - V, where

(b) ffTi.tfip-i.i¿ ~ 0 m IV - V¡o, then r1(7p_1) ~ rxiy'p_x) where
I _   y r

Tp-l " *W0 ~p-l,f

Furthermore, ifTx>loiyp_XJo) ~ 0 in IV - (V,o U U/È/ Keiften T,(7p_,)

~ i-i(7¿_i) where yp_x = 2^i();iG/ 7p_M- Also, ifriyp_lt¡f¡) ~ 0 /;. IV -

Ffi (or IV - iV^ U U/«, K/)) then rxiyp_x>h) -OinW- K^ (or W -

(v,x u U/s/ K,)).

Proof, (a) Suppose /0 = 1. Then if 7»_i(. ~ 0 in Kj, then 7p_i,i =

9cp,i for cp,i c *V  Let cp-2,w = cp,i n y i where cp-2,i/ is a (p - 2)-

chain in VXC\  V¡, since K¿ intersects Vx transversely. Then we have

Tp-3,i/ = 1p-ui n vi " yp-i,i n vi = ^p-2,1/)-

Put

7p-l,/ = 1p-l,t ~ r2,l(Tp-3,lí) - ^2,l(Cp-2,lf)

for / i> 1. Note that

^^2,lCp-2,li = T2,lCp-2,ll + ^2,l7p-3,li •

If we set ?p>1 = cP)1 - 2^, ru(cp_2>1/) thenrlfl(cpfl) C IV - V and

9ti,i(¿p,i) = -ti,i(9S,i)

=  Z    {Tl,lT2,lCp-2,li + rl,lT2,|Tp-3,l/}  ~~ rl^Tp_l,l«
(>1

This implies

Z i-i/tJ-u) - .Z »-, ,(%_»,!)+ 8r,,,(c,il).
/>i f>i

ThusS^, t(7;_1>/)~2/>1 TC7-p_lf/)fatV- ^and7;_1>/~7p_,,/in

K/for/>l.
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(b) Again suppose i0 = 1 and Txx{yp_lx) ~0in W - Vx.

Then r1>1(7p_1>1) = 3cp + 1 for cp+x>1 C W- Vx. Let cp+1<1 n V, =

rpi_Xticvi-vinvxfori>i.

■ T2,l(7p-l,l n ^/) = r2,l(7p-3,li)

where 7p_3ili = 7p_i,j ^ V¡ = 7p_i)í <"> Vx. The second from last equality

follows because we can choose the normal bundle of Vx with respect to Vi so

that

TXiX\vxnvi = T2>x:Vxnvi->vi-Vxnvi

by definition of t2 j .

Then set y'p_Xti - 7p_M + r^,,, for I > 1 where yp_x¡ = yp_x>i -

T2,i(.yp-3,ii)- 97;_1)f-T2>17p_3,i/ + i-2,i7p-3,i/ = 0 by Le"™» 2.5. Now,

afz r^r^J) = Z rwr¿.w+ Z TXiir2yXyp_3tXi
y>i /     i>i <>i

= Z ri,|T,p_i,/ + Z Ti,i72,/7p_3,ii
í> i o i

since TxiT2X = rxxT2i by their definition (i.e., o{D2 x Sl) = 3(5! x D2) so

that as oriented chains,!)2 x S1 = S1 x D2). Also Sf>1 T2iyp_3Xi =

7p_i,i-7p_1,1,sothat

3(Z ri.,r;_lfA - £ ri^^ + rj,,^.,,,-^,^
\/>i /     />i

8(f^-I ri/H,() = n1((v«,i)-I'i/i-i1c
V />! / />1

Thus

Hence

Z '•i,/(7;_1,,)=Z rXti{yp_Xti)-d(cp + x-Z  TXtirpl_XJ),
i>l i>l \ t>\ *        /

and cp+x - 2^, TttlT*_ltt is a {p + l)-chain in W- Vt.

Furthermore, note that if cp + x D V¡ =0, then y'p_x>j = 7p_1>/, so that

this proves the second part of (b).

Finally, suppose that Txt {yp_iti ) ~ 0 in W - V¡   (or W - {V¡   U

Uj& Vj)).  For simplicity suppose ix = 2. Then if 7p_3>12 = 7p_i,i n V2 =

7p-i,2 ^ ^i' we bave that
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7i,2r2,i7p-3,i2 = ~ 7'i,ir2,27p_3>i2 + 37,1>ir227p_312

= _ Ti,27,2,i7p_3)12 + 37,117,227p_3>12

~ Ti,2^p-i,2 ~ 7p_i)2) + 37,i>ir227p_312,

and

rl,l7p-l,l SBTi,i('ïp-i,i) + Ti,i(7p_i,i - 7p_i,i)

= <>Tx>x%_XtX-TXtX{öyp_XtX) + TXtX{yp_XtX-yp_XtX)

= ^7,1)17p_i,i + 7,i,ir2)27p_3)12

- ^l,lT2,27p-3,12 + 97'1)ir2)27p_3(12

= ^1>17;_1>1+3r1>1r2i27p_3>12

where the third equality follows from Lemma 2.5 and the previous sequence of

equalities.

Hence, using the above two sets of equalities we have

3(<V + 1,1- 71,2^-1,2)

= Tl,l7p-l,l  - Tl,2^p-l,2 ~ T^i ,2T2,1 7p_3,12

■8ri,iT,-i,i -ri,2rp-i,2 +Tl,2(7p-l,2-7p_l,2).

So, if we have TX2yp_X2 = ocp+l2 forcp+1>2 C^-72(orW-

(^2 u U/È/ Vf)), then

Tl,2(7p-1,2) = rl,2(7p-l,2) + rl,2rp-l,2

= 9(Cp+l,2)-Tl,2(7p_l,2 - 7p_i)2) + Ti,2rp-i,2

- 9(^+i,2) + WwVi,! - 9(^+i,i - Tx<2V¡_Xt2).

Also

cp+i,2 "*" 7,i,i7p_i,i — (cp+i,i - 7'lj2rp_12) C W - V2

(or W - {V2 U U/È/ V¡) if cp+xx and cp + 1 2 also are contained in W -

(V2 u U/è/ */))•  QE.D.
Note.  We cannot say just because for all i G I, tx tiiyp^x,•) ~ 0 in W —

{V¡ U \Jm Vj) that Tt(7p_ x) ~ 0 in W - V because
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(Cp+1,2 + ^i.iTp-i.i - cp + XiX + Tx<2Tl_xa) n Vx

= rp-i,i + 7p-i,i - 7p_i,i

where r', , = cp+x>2 n Vx. However, we do have

3.3 Proposition.  Let yp_x = 2/e/7P_ t,,- ̂  #p _, (Mj )A.   Then r(7p_,)

~ 0 in W - V if and only if

(0 Ti.tti,-uù -OinW- iV( U Uyi/ Vf);
CO <nV+wcv- U/í/F/.w/rftrp+liínF/. = 7p_1)/.rAe«rp+1)/

nVk = yp_Xtkforallk<EI.

Proof. =* Suppose r,(7p_1) = Zi&ITuiyp_Xti) = bcp + xCW- V.

Then for z'0 G /, say i0 = 1,

9 (Vu - S Ti,iyp-i,i) = Z Ti,/Í_i,i - Z Ti,P>p-l,t
x />i /      />i i>i

+ Z   ^*l,/r2,l7p_3,l<
i>1

= Tl,l7p_i,i +Z Tl,1^2,i7i,_3,li

= ri,l7p_i,i

and icp+x- S^, T, |t7F_, ,) n FL= 0 for / £ / since yp_x ,. n Ky = 0 im-

plies Tj,- can be chosen so that Tx ¡yp_Xti H K. =0.

Also, notice that by the construction

^p + i,/ = ~cp + i + Z ^i,i7p_i,/ + TXtXyp_xx
f>i

so that

l^p + 1,1 n V~i ~ +7p_i,/ + T2X 7p_3,i,- - 7p_i,f

«■ Conversely, if rp + 1(1 n Ff = 7p_i>i- for all i EI, then 7    x =

rp + i,i n Fso that T(7p-i) ~ 0 in IV - F.   Q.E.D.

If we are given ~. • • • 7a_ xrqyp_q G RpiV) with 7p_£ G Hp_qiMq)A,

then when can we guarantee 7p_fl G Hp_qiMq), i.e., 7p_ç rï Af^ i = 0?  For

if we had yp_q <^M + 1 =0, for all q, then this would considerably simplify

many other problems involving residues, e.g., local invariant cycle problem

(Griffiths [7, p. 249]).

There are facts which indicate this might be true i.e., V ample in W implies

RpiV) is generated by yp_q EHp_qiMq) C Hp_qiMq)A.

For example, if Fis ample and nonsingular, we have the commutative

diagram:
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Hp + x{W)±Hp_x{V)^Hp{W-V)

l\       U

Hp_xQV)

where Z,* is dual to the Hodge map, i.e., Z,„(/y) = y C\ [V]* with [V] * the dual

two-dimensional cohomology class of [V] EH2n_2{W) and "n" being cap

product. If V is ample, L* is surjective for p < « (see Weil [26] ), and by the

Lefschetz theorem /„, is an isomorphism for p < n and surjective for p = n.

Thus for p < n, I is surjective, hence Rp{V) = 0. For p = n, since

Hn_x{W) — Hn + x{W) by Poincaré duality (recall we have coefficients in C), L*

is an isomorphism, hence t(7„_j) y-0 iff 7„_j G image I iff i*yn_x =0.

3.4 Proposition.   i*7„_i =0 implies

yn_x Eimzgt{H„_x{V- Vn V)-+H„_X{V)}

for any V' which is a nonsingular hypersurface of W such that V' H V is non-

singular in V.

Proof.  If yn_x G image {Hn_x{V - V n V') -»• Hn_x{V)}, then 0 *

7„_i nv' = 7„_3 GZZ„_3(7n K') since Vf) V' is nonsingular. But K

ample in W =* V n F' obeys the Lefschetz theorem in V', i.e., yn_3 # 0 in K'

since n - 3 < dimc F n F\ But i**7n_! =0^1^, hence {imyn_1) C\ V' = 0 in

V', but 7„_3 is a representative of their intersection, contradiction.  Q.E.D.

3.5 Corollary.  i*7„_1 = 0 implies

7„_, G Im {Hp_x (v-\J iV, n F)) -^Hp_x{V)}

for V¡ nonsingular in W and {V¡ n V}¡ having normal crossings in V.

Proof.  If yn_x misses V{ and V¡, then yn_x misses V¡ O V, and hence

V¡ U ^. Q.E.D.

So if V is ample in W, let (W', V', it) be a resolution to normal crossings

with V' =U,^o V¡ ■ Let V0 be the proper transformation, i.e., ir{V0) = V and

7r(Ff) C S, singular locus of V, for i > 0.

So Corollary 3.5 gives indications it might be true if say V0 were ample.

However, V0 is in general not ample.  If one has enough conditions on the inter-

section of Vt n Vj , e.g., Vi - Vi n V0 is Stein for all i, or if the injection of

V0 n V¡ into V¡ induces an injection on homology for dimensions up to n — 2,

then one can prove the result. The difficulty is that one cannot guarantee these

extra conditions in general for arbitrary resolutions.

Also, from purely topological techniques, we can show if V has isolated
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singularities without any other conditions on V, then RJV) is generated by

7       EH    JM ) (see Corollary 4.15 below). There are also strong indications

that if singular locus of F is a curve, then one can prove the result for ample V.

Moreover, Corollary 5.12 (below) says that if w is a C°°ip, 0) form with a pole

of order one on V, i.e., if/is a local defining equation of V, then /co is smooth,

then the dual cycle to co is of the desired type. As we have mentioned above,

IV - V is generated by meromorphic p-forms with poles of order k on V.   But in

general, we need k > 1, and when one reduces co, a pole of order k, to a form

with pole of order one (i.e., cj = 2*, w   where co   is a (p - q — 1, q — 1)-

form with a pole of order one (see beginning of §5 for definitions), then the

technique of proof breaks down in the general case.  So we have

3.6 Question. For Kample in W and V' a resolution to normal crossings,

is RpiV) generated by yp_q E Hp_aQtay>

4. Residues in the general case. In the previous section we have classified

the residues in case the hypersurface has normal crossings, which is the case when

one resolves singularities. However, one cannot in general resolve singularities for

arbitrary complex manifolds, and even if one could, for technical reasons it might

not be the best approach to the problem at hand. As a result, we now will look

at the residues of arbitrary hypersurfaces without resolving singularities. The

reason we did §2 is that, first of all, it will be necessary to consider the normal

crossings in great detail in [5], and secondly, it provides a good example to have

in mind in this section.

In this section W will be an arbitrary «-complex dim manifold and V an

arbitrary subvariety.

4.1 Definition. A stratification of V is the expression of V as the disjoint

union of a locally finite set of complex manifolds, call the strata, such that the

boundary of each stratum is the union of a set of lower-dimensional strata. (See

Whitney [27, esp. pp. 227-230], for a discussion of stratifications.)

From the definition it easily follows that the closure of each stratum is an

analytic variety of the same dimension of the stratum and the boundary of a

stratum is an analytic variety of lower dimension.

4.2 Definition.   The stratification {M'¡} of F is a refinement of the strati-

fication {M¡} of V if for each stratum M¡, either M¡ is a stratum of {M¡} or M¡ C

Mj such that bM¡ C\M¡ Ç bM¡ as subsets of the stratification.

Note.  bM¡ C\Mj makes sense as a subset of {M¡} since each stratum of bM¡

is either a stratum of {M¡} or is contained in some stratum, which must either be a

stratum of the boundary ofM;- orM;. itself.

4.3 Lemma. Any two stratifications of V have a common refinement.
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Proof.  Let {M¡} and {M¡} be two stratifications of V. Then M¡ n Ml is

a complex subvariety of V, since each M¡ is locally given by the zeros of analytic

functions. Thus we can stratify M¡ n M'¡ by taking successive nonsingular points,

i.e., for any variety V with singular locus S, dimc S < dimc V, so that this process

terminates in stratification. Then let {Mj} be the stratification given by the

stratification of M¡ n Mj.

It is clear that b(M, n Mj) C\Mt ç 9(M, n Mj). Q.E.D.

For each stratum M¡, say dimc A/. = d, let T^Ai,, P), for PEM¡, denote the

(2d - 1) direction of its tangent space, i.e., T0iM¡, P) G G(2« - 1, 2d - 1),

where G(2« — 1, 2d — 1) is the Grassmannian of {2d — l)-planes in (2n — 1)-

space. Then take all pairs (P, T0iM¡, P))EW x G(2n - 1, 2d - 1) and let

t(M,.) be the closure of this set in IV x G(2n - 1, 2c? - 1). Then for P EM¡, we

define r(A/,., P) - [a | (P, a) E r(A/,.)}. For P G M,., t(M,., P) = r0(M(., P).

4.4 Definition. We say {M¡} is a Whitney stratification A of Vif PE M¡

CMj and 7(71/,., P) is the tangent plane of P in A/,-, then 7YA/,., P) C J for all

TE TiMjt P), i.e., if y G TiM¡, P), then lPm EM¡ and um G r(My, Pm) such

that vm —► v.

Whitney [27] has shown

4.5 Theorem.   Any stratification has a refinement to a Whitney stratifica-

tion A.

As a corollary we have

4.6 Corollary.   V C IV may be stratified so that the following is true:

IfP0EM,a stratum of dimension d, and if M0 is a neighborhood of P0 in M such

that through each point PEM0 there is a 2in - d)-dimensional plane TiP) trans-

verse to Mat P with the TiP) continuous in Pand disjoint, then there exists a

neighborhood U ofP0 in W such that for all PEU D MQ, TiP) is transverse to

M' n Ufor all strata M'.

Proof.   Since this is a local result, we consider M0 contained in some co-

ordinate chart in IV and then a plane means a plane in C".

Suppose there does not exist such a neighborhood U. Then there exists Pm

EMQ such that TÇPm) meets some stratum M' nontransversely at Qm and Qm —►

P0 as m —*■<*>.

Since the stratification is locally finite, we can assume all the Qm belong to

the same strata M'. Then we have at Qm, dim(T(Pm) + J(M', Qm)) < 2«.  But

as m —»• °°-, TiPm) —» TiP0) since T(Pm) are continuous in Pm ; also Qm -> P0

which implies by passing to a subsequence if necessary, that we have 7YM', Qm)

—► TE TiM', P0). By the choice of the stratification of Theorem 4.5, T(M, P0)
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C T. However, by continuity at P0, dim{T{P0) + T) < 2«, contradiction of the

fact that T{P0) meets M transversely at P0.  Q.E.D.

Let M C M' where M and M' are strata. By using the corollary we construct

the tubular neighborhood of M in M':

Let M be a stratum of complex dimension d. Then let T{M) be a tubular

neighborhood of M in W and it: T{M) —► M be the projection. For PEM,

ir~l{P) is a 2(« - d)-dim ball transverse to M at P and n~1{P) depend continu-

ously on P and they are disjoint. Therefore there exists U, a neighborhood of P

in W, such that VQEUOM, tf_1(Ô) meets UC\M' transversely. Then shrink

the fibres of T{M) such that Vß G U n M, it'^O) CU and ir~l{Q) is a

2{n - d)-dim disk.

Cover M by a locally finite cover {Ua } of such sets. Then patch together

the new fibres of T{M) via partition of unity to get a new tubular neighborhood

of M in W such that, if tt: T{M) —*■ M is the projection, then for Q EM, ii~l{Q)

is a 2{n - d)-dim ball which intersects M' transversely, for all M'.

We pick the fibres of each stratum such that they respect the fibres of the

previous strata in the following sense:

Suppose Md is one of the lowest-dimensional strata and its complex dimen-

sion isd. We form it: T{Md) -+Md with all Z>GMd, n~' (?) is a 2(« - d>

dim ball and if Md C Md+j (dimc Md+j = d + /'), then ir~1{P) D Md+j is a

2/-dim chain.    Furthermore  3(tt ~1{P))d Md+= is a transverse intersection of a

2{d +/)-dimension manifold with an arbitrary small 2{n - d) — 1-dimension

sphere, say t{P), in a 2«-dimensional space, i.e., 2d + 2/ + 2« - 2d - 1 — 2« =

2/ — 1-dim cycle in Md+j. As P varies in a C°° fashion in Md, the 2n — 2d — 1-

dimensional sphere varies C°° with each sphere disjoint.

In fact 3(7r -1(P)) n Md+/- is a (2/ — l)-dimensional C°° manifold, since the

intersection is transverse. Thus, n~1{P) nj|/d+/. is a cone over a (2/ — l)-di-

mensional manifold.  So, for P E Md, a neighborhood U of Z> in Md can be chosen

so that it~l{U) n Md+- is the product of U x (cone over a manifold) and each

of the fibres will be homeomorphic. We have a 2(« - d - j) normal direction in

t{P) to Md+- n t(P) and we pick this direction for the normal bundle of Md+,

in W at Md+i n riP). Since 7(P) varies in a C°° way with Z^, we can pick these

directions in a C°° way. Then extend this to all ofMd+í = Md+¡ — int T{Md),

where int T{Md) = interior in W of T{Md). Thus, we have constructed 7r:

T{Md+j)-+Md+L

For all P G Md+j n r(Md), where t^) = 3(7^)), we have that 7r_1(P)

C T(Md) and since T(Md) meets all the strata transversely, we can make sure that

T{Md+j) also has this property.

Now, suppose all it: T{Mk) —► Mk have been constructed for all dimensions
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less than d. Then for P EMd_k C Md we have jt-1(P) = 2(m - c? - ^-dimen-

sional ball which meets Md transversely and [riP) = (97r-1(P))] D Md is the

transverse intersection of a 2(« - d + k) - 1 sphere with a 2c?-dim manifold. We

have chosen the smallest k possible. There is a 2(« - d) normal direction in riP)

to this intersection which varies in a C°° fashion with P until P meets bMd_k and

then we have P G T{Md_k_¡) C\ Md_k.    We then move to 7r_1(ß) =

2(« -d + k +/)-dim ball for Q EMd_k_j. But since PG r(A/d_fc_/), we choose the

fibre of TiMd_k) to Üe in r(ß) - bn~ '(ß), a 2(w - d + k + /') - 1-dim sphere; we

can continue in a C°° fashion, i.e., r(ß) intersects Md in a (2fc + 2/ — l)-dim

submanifold and hence the intersection has a 2(« - d)-dim normal direction in

r(ß) and the point P G bMd_k also lies in r(ß) and we already chose a 2(/i - c?)-

dim normal direction near P, so we just continue along Md D r(ß).

We then extend this to all of Md = Md - Uk>x int TiMd_k) in a C°°

fashion yielding a normal bundle tt: P(Aid) —►A/d such that each fibre meets each

stratum transversely.

Thus we have constructed a normal bundle of each Md such that the fibres

respect those ofMd_, EMd.

Let us introduce some notation: If TiMj) is the normal disk bundle of Af.

in IV, let r(Af) = ibT)iMj) denote the induced normal sphere bundle, i.e., fibres

will be (2/1 — 2/ — l)-dimensional spheres. Then denote by T(Afd) the "bundle"

we have just constructed over Afd and let T(A/d) = 9(TAfd).

Then we can perform the above construction in such a way that r(Afd) is a

smooth (2« — l)-dim submanifold of W and also that 9Md is a smooth (2c? — 1)-

dim submanifold of Md.

First of all, r(A/d) is a PL-manifold (i.e., underlying space is a topological

manifold, but the induced differential structure has corners).  To see this note

that 7/(Á7d) has as boundary r(Md) + T(9A/d) and P(9A/d) C TiMd_f) as a sub-

manifold. What we have done is glued P(Afd) to T(Afd_/-) along T(bMd) (this is

essentially what the topologist refer to as plumbing; see Figure 1 where the shaded
•*>•> es*

region is T(bMd). This will have a corner along r(9Afd). However by standard

arguments involving plumbing, see e.g. Milnor [16], we can smooth these corners

so that this is a differentiable manifold.

To see this smoothing intuitively, suppose we have P G M0, i.e., a zero-dim

strata and then Sp"'1 O Afd is a (2c? — l)-dimensional submanifold.  Since this

is purely a local problem (i.e., if we can smooth in a small neighborhood, then we

can patch together via a partition of unity to get a global smoothing), choose a

small neighborhood R2d~l of Sj"-1 n Md. Then we have that bR.\d =P2d_1

where R™ (C Md) is the half-plane of R2d, i.e., SJ"'1 n Md is the boundary of

Afd, submanifold of Md. Let D2n~2d be the normal plane to Aid (i.e., R\d x
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D2n~2d is the normal bundle) such that R2d~l x D2"~2d C Sjn~l. Then

2n-2d\b{R%a xDz"~¿a)=R >2d-l x D2n-2d + R2J xS 2n-2d-l

and

3(Z?2d-l x D2n-2d
) = -R

2d-l xS 2n-2d-l

So on 5)"_1 we cut out R2"*1 x D2n~2d and attach R2d x D2"~2d along its

boundary. This has a corner at R2d~l x S2"_2d_1, i.e., if ß GZ?2d-1 x

52""2d_1, then a neighborhood of ß in this (2n - l)-dimensional PL-manifold is

of the form (Z?2d_1 x J»«-M-1) x {R+ U Z?+) where Ä+ U R+ C Zî x R =

normal plane of R2d~l x s2"~2d~l in W.   Then we just smooth out this corner

in the normal plane.

R+ UÄ +

d-l

Figure 1

4.7 Lemma.   T{Md) is the cone over r{Md) with vertex Md, i.e., Md is a

strong deformation retract of T{Md) and if {ft} gives the deformation {with fQ

the identity), then ft\r{Md) is a diffeomorphism for t < 1 and ft{r{Md)) n

ft'{r{Md)) = 0fort± t'. Furthermore for any stratum Md+¡ with Md C Md+-,

ft \Md+j n TÍMd) c Md+¡ for all t. For Q E M¡, fx~l{Q) is a 2{n - 2fydimen-
sional chain.

Proof. The deformation is given by shrinking along the fibres of the nor-

mal bundles of Md+k. The plumbing causes no difficulty because we are glueing

together along normal bundles.
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To see that f1~1{Q) is a (2« - 2/)-dim chain QEM¡, let Mk be the lowest-

dimensional stratum of Md. Then it is clear that for QEMk that fx~1{Q) is a

2(n - fc)-dim ball since T{Md)\Mk = T{Mk), Mk being a complex fc-dim manifold

without boundary.

Suppose ß EMk+j D T{Mk). Choose a Riemann metric in T(A/d) so that

the fibres are balls of radius one. Then suppose ß G it~ 1{P), P G Mk, and ß is

of distance t, 0 < f < 1, from P. Choose a collared neighborhood 3Mt,, x Z of

dMk+j inMk+j. Let ß' G r{Mk) n Mk+, C dMk+- be that unique point which

passes through the given Q when we shrink T{Mk) along its fibres via the Rieman-

man metric.  Then the collapsing of T{Mk+j)\{bMk+j x I) will send the fibre

over (ß', 2t) G óMk+j x Zonto ß and will send the fibre over (ß', t) for & <

t < 1 onto (ß', 2í — 1). The collapsing of T{Mk+j)\{Mk+j - (3Mk+/ x I)) will

be along the fibres via a Riemannanian metric in T{Mk+¡). Q.E.D.

Of course the construction of T{Md) and the deformation retract depend on

the choice of various normal bundles of the A/.. However, we have

4.8 Lemma.  T{Md) is isotopic to T'{Md) for any other choice of normal

bundles T'{M\  Furthermore, if {gt} is the isotopy, then gx \fx~1{Q) =

{f'x)~l{Q) where fx, f'x are from Lemma 4.7 and gt{Md) -Md.

Note.   Recall two submanifolds MX,M2 C Ware isotopic if there is a smooth

map-G: Mx x I —> W such that gt — G{' , t) is a diffeomorphism for all t and

g0 is the identity map, gx {Mx ) = M2.

Proof.   The isotopy follows from the uniqueness (up to isotopy) of normal

bundles, e.g. if Mk is the smallest dimensional stratum in Md, then T{Mk) is isotopic

via {gt} to T'{Mk).  LetMk+j be the smallest stratum Md which has Mk as part of

its boundary and set

Mk+i= Mk+, - T{Mk),     M'k+j = Mk+j - T'{Mk).

If we take T{bMk+¡) in r'{Mk), then gx \ T{oMk+j) is a normal bundle to bM'k+j

in r'{Mk), hence is isotopic via {ht} to T'{dM'k+j) in T{Mk).

But {gt} extends to an isotopy between Mk + - and AZ¿+ -, because we have

an isotopy between two boundaries of two manifolds which are diffeomorphic,

so by taking a collared neighborhood {dMk+,) x Z of the boundaries we can

extend the isotopies such that^f|3Mfc+/. x {1} =g0|3Mfe+/. x {1} = bM'k+j x

{1} and extend to the rest of the manifold by the diffeomorphism gQ. Hence we

can extend {gt} to an isotopy of T{Mk+j) such that gx | T{Mk+j) is a normal

bundle toM'k+j. Then g11 T{Mk+j) is isotopic via {ht} to T'{Mk+A in such a

way that it extends the above ht\gxT{bMk + X because if two normal bundles
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have the same fibre, then the isotopy can be chosen so that on this fibre it is the

identity map at each t.

Then we continue in this fashion to get the isotopy between T{Md) and

T'iMd). Butgt\Mdis not the identity, only a diffeomorphism for all t. Actually,

it is more: gt\Mk+• is an isotopy on each stratum. Furthermore, from the above

construction it is clear that^ \fxi{Q) = if'x)~xiQ) for all Q.  Q.E.D.

Let V be any variety in a complex manifold IV, and {A/,} a Whitney stratifi-

cation A of V.   Then we can construct the tubular neighborhoods of M, in W

and denote it by T{V; M¿), which we call the tubular neighborhood of V in W

relative to {M¡}.  If it: TiV; M¡) —*■ V is the retraction of Lemma 4.7, then

it~liQ) is the fibre over Q.

4.9 Theorem. Let Vbe a subvariety of W and {M¡} and {M'x} Whitney

stratifications A of V.  Then TiV; M¡) is isotopic via {gt} to TiV; M[) and

gtiV) = V for all t.

Proof.   It suffices to prove 4.9 for {Mj} a refinement of {M¡} because of

Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.5.  But once we have a refinement, the result will

follow from the tubular neighborhood theorem for manifolds with boundary:  if

N is a submanifold of W such that 97V D M C 9Af with N transverse to 9AÍ or if

bN CM - bM, then N has a tubular neighborhood in M which is unique up to

isotopy (see Milnor [15, p. 57]).  So the same construction of the isotopy in

Lemma 4.8 will go through with the obvious modifications, because any stratum

M[ C M¡, then either 9Aif' C M¡ or if bM[ contains a stratum Mj which is not a

stratum of bM¡ then Ai/ meets bM¡ transversely at Mj. Q.E.D.

Let S be any subvariety of a variety V in some manifold W. Then let {M¡}

be a Whitney stratification A of V in W relative to S, i.e., M¡ n S ¥=0 implies

M¡ C S.   Such a stratification clearly exists and will also be a Whitney stratification

A of S in W.   Then we can form T{S; M¡) and put TiS; M¡) n V = TiS, V; M¡)

which will be called the tubular neighborhood of S in V relative to M¡. Thus we

have shown

4.10 Corollary.   Let {M¡} and {M¡} be Whitney stratifications A of V

in W relative to S.  Then TiS, V; M¡) is homo topic to TiS, V; M\) via a family

of homeomorphisms which will come from the restrictions of diffeomorphisms.

If both t(S, V; M¡) are contained in the singular part of V, then they will be isotopic.

4.11 Definition.  Let S be a subvariety of a variety V C W, a manifold.

Then T{S, V) will be called the tubular neighborhood of S in V {relative to IV),

where T{S, V) is constructed for any stratification of V relative to S.   If y   E

Hp{T{S, V)), where t{S, V) = bT{S, V) « {bT{S)) n V = r(S) n V, then 7p

will be called a tube over a cycle in S.
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4.12 Theorem. Let W be an n-complex dimensional manifold and V a sub-

variety of codimension q, i.e. dimc V = n - q. Then ker {HAW - V) —*H {W)}

= geometric p-residues of V = R JV) is generated by tubes over cycles in V.

Proof.  Let 7p GZZp(IV - V) and 7p = bcp + x. Choose a Whitney stratifi-

cation A of V in W and construct T{V, W). Then since Af,. are manifolds and we

are working in a manifold W, we can choose c +1 such that it intersects each

stratum of Vtransversely. That is c + 1 respects the fibres of V, i.e., if yp_2q+x —

cp+x n V (i.e. F is a codimension q, hence has a dual cohomology class of dimen-

sion 2q and the cap product of c +1 with V will then define a p — 2q + 1-dim

chain on V, but 3cp + 1 n V= 0, so that thisp - 2q 4- 1-dim chain, 7p_2(J+,,is

actually a cycle on V), then 7,7p_2o+1 <= cp+x, where Typ_2q+X = cp+1 n

r(K).
Thus 3(cp + 1 - 7-7p_2o+1) = 7p - T(7p_2o+1), where r(7p_2o + l) =

cp+lnT{V). Q.E.D.

Note that a stratification of V can be chosen so that the Mn_   strata

(dimc M¡ = i) are the connected components of the nonsingular part of V. Also

if y¡ =M¡ n cp+ x whereM, = Mt - ^j>xT{M^^ and^GZZp+, +2/_2„(M/) 3Á7,.),

then7p = ^"=[{2n-p-i)i2\ T(7¡).

Note.   The essential criterion to construct the tubular neighborhood in Theo-

rem 4.12 was Theorem 4.5. Thus, if V is any simplicial complex contained in a

real smooth manifold W such that Khas a Whitney stratification A, then Theorem

4.12 is also true for V with respect to W. In particular, any locally finite polyhe-

dron in W will have a regular neighborhood which will satisfy the Whitney stratifi-

cation A. Also any real subanalytic set V will satisfy the Whitney stratification A.

We say V is subanalytic at P if there exists an open set U 3 P and proper real

analytic maps f¡: X¡ —*• W\U, g¡: 7,- —► W\U for X,, Y. and W real analytic

spaces such that V n U = U,- {Im(/j.) - lm{g.)}. Any real semianalytic set is

subanalytic (Hironaka [10]).

Given Theorem 4.12, the obvious question is:  What happens if yp_2a + x ~

0 in VI I.e., Corollary 2.8 says that if yp_x ~ 0, then 0 * [7p_2o+1] G

Hp_x{T{S, V)) where Sis the singular locus of V. So if 7p_j ~0in V,

does this imply 0 # [7p_2o + 1] &Hp_2q + l{T{S, V))l Instead of this, we

have

4.13 Corollary.  [7p] ERp{V)withyp = r{yp_2q + x)such that

7p_2o+i ~0fo V. thenQ^[yp_2q + x] GZZp_2</ + 1(r(5', K))/orS'sowe

subvariety of S, the singular locus of V.

Proof.   If 7p_2o+ ■ n S = 0, i.e.,

7p-a, + i Gimage{ZZp_2i7 + 1(7-r(S, V)) -* Hp_2q+x{V)}
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and 7p_29 + i = 9cp-29+2>then

S-29 + 2n^. V) = y'p_2q + xEHp_2q + x{T{S, V))

andT{yp_2q+x)~T{yp_2q + x)mW- V.

Suppose 7p_29 + i nS*0,i.e.,7p_2<, + 1 nMi = yp + 2i+i-2n G

Hp + 2i+x_2n{Mi), then 7p + 2/+i-2n ~ 0 in Af;. with homology taken with closed

support, i.e.,

7p + 2/+l-2*  =(9cp-29 + 2)nM/ = 9(Cp-29 + 2 n M¡) * Cp-2q + 2 ° dMi'

Let Afdbe the lowest-dimensional stratum with which 7 2 + x has nonzero inter-

section. Then if cp_2q+2 n bMd = 0, we can construct T{cp_2q+l) C W - V

such that 3(r(cp_2(7 + 2)) = -r{yp_2q + x).

Thus suppose c    2 +1 n 9Md =£ 0   Set S' = bMd, a subvariety of 5, i.e.

S' =Md - Md, and yp_2q + x n Md will be a (p + 1 + 2c? - 2«)-cycle of

T{S',Md). lfwesttyp_2q+XtT = yp_2q + x n T{S), then yp_2q + XT isa.

{p — 2q + l)-dimensional chain of t{S', V) because 7p_2q +1 n A/d C t(S', Md)

and 7p_2<7 +1 ,r nas transverse intersection with each stratum; hence in the construc-

tion of t{S', V), the fibres can be chosen to respect the transverse intersection of

7p_29 + i,r-

^ 7p_29 = 7p_29 + 1,r n '(* V). Then

7p-29 - (9i>p-29 + 2) n T(ß> V) = ^p-2q + 2 n *&  V)).

Also

Cp-2q + 2nT{S,V) = Cp_2q+XtTCT{S',V)

because cp_2q + 2 nA7d is the cone over yp_2q+l <"> Afd inAfd relative to 9Afd.

Thus

7p-29+l  = 7p_29+l,7' _ Cp-29 + l,T G^p-29 + l(T(^'  V))-

Also note that r{y'p_2q + x) CW-V, since yp_2q + ltT = 7P+1 n TiS, V)

by transverse intersection and cp_2q + lT C V - S.   Furthermore T{y'_2q + X) ~

T(7p-29 + i) in ^ _ ^because

9(í'p-29 + 2-í,p-29 + 2nn5, W)) = 7p_2(?+1-7p_29 + l,r+Cp-29+l,T-

Furthermore, 0 # 7p_29+i e Hp_2q + X(T{S', V)). This is because if

7p'-29 + l  = 9cp-29 + 2 for Cp-29 + 2 C T(5'-  V)> then 7"(Cp-29 + 2) C V - K,

i.e., the only obstruction to constructing the tube over c'_2 +2 lies in 5', as

7p-29 + i nMd = (9cp-29+2) nMd = b{c'p_2q+2 nMd)±c'p_2q+2 n bMd,
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but c'p_2q+2 H 3AZd = c'p_2q+2 ns' = 0.  Thus we have 3(r(cp_2o+2)) =

-T{7p-2q+i)inW-v-  Q-E.D.

4.14 Corollary.   If dim 5 = 0, then yp = r{yp_2q + l) implies either

0   *   [Jp-2q + l]    e Hp-2q + l(V  ~   «?>   F»  0T   °   *   ÍTp-20+J   G

Hp-2q+i(.T& nr

4.15 Corollary.   If the dimension of the singular locus of V is zero and

{W ', V', it) is a resolution of V to normal crossings with V0 being the proper

transform, then Rp{V) is generated by cycles of the form Tx{yp_x >0) for yp_Xt0

CVQ-M2.

Proof.  Let U¡ be small neighborhoods in W of the isolated points P,. and

set U- U/ Ur Put U' = *~1{U). Then v\W' - U' —* W - Uis a biholo-

morphic homeomorphism because when we resolve singularities, we never change

anything outside U.

But 0 —> Rp{V) -^ Rp{V) and Rp{V) is generated by r{yp_2q+ x) for

0*[7p_2o + 1] eZZp_2o + 1(K- VnU)or [yp_2q+x] GZZp_2(?+1(3i/)and

3(7 is unchanged. Q.E.D. for Corollary 4.15.

Note.  Recall by Proposition 3.1, Rp{V) * Rp{V), so that if V C W can

be blown down to a hypersurface with isolated singularities, we have the results

discussed in §3.

Note.  Just because yp_x ~ 0 in Vdoes not imply yp_x ~ 0 in V0,

e.g., let V = {x3 + y3 + z3 = 0} in CP3 with homogeneous coordinates [x, y,

z,w].  V is the cone over the elliptic curve C C CP2.  Let v be the normal bundle

of Cin CP2, and v* the projectification of v, i.e., replace each fibre C" by CPj

by adding a point at infinity. If Cx is the curve we obtain at infinity in con-

structing v *, then by collapsing C„ to a point P«, we get V.   If we blow up V at

P», we get V' = V0 U Vx where F0 « u* and F, = CP2 with V0nvx= Cm.

(In F0, C„=C-3F,F being the fibre.) Also r(P„, F) « r(C„, v *) and

Hx{t{C„, v*)) = Z®Z®Z3  {Z3 because Ç, • C„ = -3 in i>*). But the

free generators of Hx{t{C„, u*)) do not bound in V0 = v*.

4.16 Corollary.   R2n_x{V) = 0 and if y2n_2 = T{y2n_2q_x) with

72„-2o-i ~0,then [y2n_2q_x] eZZ2„_2o_j(r(5, V)) where S is the singular

locus.

Proof. R2n_x{V) can have at most one cycle, t{V) = 3(W - T{V)).

If72„_2 =K72„_2o_i)and0^ [72„_2(7_i] eZZ2„_2o_1(T(S', V)),

but dimÄ t(5', K) = 2« - 2<? - 1, hence if b2n_2q'_x{T{S', V)) =\,b¡ = ith

Betti number, then 72„_2o_i = kT{S', V) for k ¥= 0 and i>(72„_2o_i) -

b{kT{S')-kTv{T{S', V))).
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If ^2n-29-i(T(^' V)) > 1 and S' is a proper subvariety of S, then let

Vx.Vk be the components of V near S'. If 72n_29-i misses one of the

components, say Vx, then we are in the situation discussed in the proof of Cor-

ollary 2.8, i.e., 72„_29-i n S C V - Vx will be the cone over part of S' C Vx,

so that instead of taking the tube so that we get 72f,_29+i> we l!rst take the

tube in the Vx direction to get a y2„_2q+x C Vx - S, i.e., y'2n_2q+x E

H2n-2q+i(T(s> *0)-  If72„_29-i intersects each component, then 72n_29-i =

2f=, kfTiS', V¡) and k, # 0 for all /; hence r{y2n_2q_x) ~ 0. Q.E.D.

Note.  If dimc S = 1, we have that if 7p_2g+1 ~ 0 in V, then 7p+j n Mx

= p + l+2 — 2«>0, i.e., p > 2n - 3. But for p = 2n - 3, we can have

72n-3-29-i eH2n-3-2q-i(.T(.s'> v)) for S' a proper subvariety of 5, ie.. 5'

= {M0}.  E.g, if n = 3, this says we have a 73 G j¥3(IV - V), y3 = r{y2) with

72 C t{P, V) where P is a singular point of S and t{P, V) n S will be a real one-

dimensional submanifold such that 72 • {t{P, V) n S) = m > 0 in r{P, V), a

real three-dimensional algebraic variety. By 72 • {t{P, V) O S) = m > 0, we

mean 72 intersects these circles transversely in isolated points. Further we can

also assume V is locally irreducible at P, i.e., t{P, V) has its third Betti number

equal to one, since if V = U, V¡, then t{P, V) = ^{P, K,.)/S t{P, V¡ n Vj)

with t(P, V¡ n K-) C 5, singular curve.  But 72 having transverse intersection with

t{P, V) n S implies that 72 C r(P, Ff) for some i.  I do not know of an example

where this occurs. The obvious choices, z" = xbyc with g.c.d. {a, b, c) = 1

(iff I7 is locally irreducible at (0, 0, 0) = P) have as singular locus Cx U Cy if ft,

e > 1. But in all these cases H2(r{P, V)) = 0. One shows this by mapping /:

D2 x D2 —» F n 5 where B is the ball in C3 of radius oneby.if / = l.cm. {a, b, c),

f{u, v) = {u'/b, i//c, {uvjla) which is onto if g.c.d {a, ft, c) = 1.   Then

set {u, v) ~ (p, c) iff f{u, v) = fip, q) and r{P, V)=VC\bB = b{D2 x D2I~ ).

Now let us return to constructing the Gysin sequence for an arbitrary

variety of codimension q in IV.   Locally, V = U V •, where V • t is an irreduc-

ible component of codim q' > q. Then let V • = \J¡ V • ■ which is a subvariety

of Vq of codim q - q. Then V = Uq- Vq<. Note that if 7p C IV - V and

7p ■ 9Cp+1, then cp+1 n Vq. = 7p_2,'+i- So we let Zp-29 + i(K)A be tn086

(p - 2q + l)-cycles of V • for q' >q over which the tube can be constructed in

W - V, i.e., we take a (p - 2q + l)-cycle of V • and (perhaps) plumb it together

with a (p - 2q + l)-cycle of V  to get a p-cycle of IV - V.

If 7,7 e^p_29+i(^)A'tnen we sn^1 say that 7 is equivalent to 7', de-

noted 7 ~ 7', if 7 - 7' = 9c where c = Sfl- Cp_2,'+2 and cp_2q<+2 is a (p -

2c/' + 2)-chain of Vq> and we have 7(7) - r{y') = -9r(c) in IV - V.  Then

define

"p-29+l(^=(V2(, + 1(F)A)/~.

We call Hp_2q + x{V)A the tubular cycles.
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4.17 Corollary.  The following sequence is exact

-^p + x{W)-^Hp_2q + x{V)A-1*Hp{W-V)^Hp{W)^'-'.

Proof.  The exactness at H {W - V) follows from Theorem 4.12 and the

others are exact by the same proof in Corollary 2.12. Q.E.D. for Corollary 4.17.

In Corollary 4.17, we do not say that if Z(7p+1) = 0 in H    2q + x{V), then

yp + x has a representative disjoint from V, i.e., we might have I{yp + X) =£ 0 in

Hp_2q+X{V)A. E.g., let W - Q2, the nonsingular quadratic in CP3, i.e., W =

{x2 + y2 4- z2 + w2 = 0} C [x, y, z, w] = CP3 and W is topologically equiva-

lent to S2 x S2 where S2 is the two sphere.  Let Ht be a generic family of hyper-

planes and Vt-WC\Ht, i.e., Ht,t E CPX, is a pencil of hyperplanes in CP3 such

that all but two of the Vt are nonsingular, in fact quadratic Riemann surfaces,

i.e., topologically a two-sphere, and two of them (because degree of W is 2), say

V0 and Vx, have the equator collapsed to a point, i.e., having a quadratic singular-

ity. Such a family always exists, see. e.g., Moïsezon [18].  Let V = V0 be the

hypersurface of W. We define a two cycle y E H2{W) by taking a real line L in

the f-plane from t = 0 to t = 1 and let y = U,^ ct where ct is the equator of

Vt for / + 0, 1 and c0 = cx = pinch point (topologically 7 s» S2).

Let S = Ufe¿ $t where 5, is the upper hemisphere of Vt, t E L.  If we

choose a, b as generators of H2{W) such that V0 = a + b, then 35 = 7 - {a - b).

We have (a - b) because if we start at Vx with a, the upper sphere, then as we

move towards VQ along L we twist toward the lower sphere b of V0 because W

is quadratic.

Therefore 7 ~ (a - b) and a • a — 0 = b • b and a • b = 1 = b • a.   But

(a - b) • (a + b) = 0, i.e., 7 • V0 = 0, and a - ô has no representative disjoint

from V0, because if it did, then it would have a representative disjoint from b,

but (a - b) • b = -1. Also (a - b) • (a - ft) = -2, hence a - bi-0.

In Corollary 4.17 in this case we have

0 -> ZZ2(1V) -L H0{V0)A -+HX{W- V0) — 0

where the injection on the left-hand side follows because a and b generate H2{W)

and neither has a representative disjoint from V0. We choose as stratumMx x =

a - {pinch point}, MX2 = b - {pinch point}, Af0 = {pinch point} and since a, b

~ ViCPj in W the Mx ¡ are strata and it is clear they satisfy Theorem 3.2.

Then a • (a + b) = +1 implies a representative of a can be chosen so that

it intersects Ml 2 in one point with 4-1 algebraic intersection. Then for PEMx 2,

this implies tx{P) ~ 0.

Similarly QEMXX implies tx{Q) ~ 0. Thus HX{W - VQ) = 0. Then

H0{V)A = Z ® Z where the generators are P G Mx 2,QEMX x because where
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we can join P to ß by a line cx in V0, we cannot construct r{cx) CW - VQ such

that 9t(Cj) = r{P) - r{Q). We also have I{y) = (1, -1) * 0 in H0{V0)A,

although I{y) = 0 in H0{V0). (See Proposition 4.18(a) below.)

We also note that even if I is onto Hp_x{V), i.e., Hp+x{W) -+ Hp_x{V)

—* 0, this does not imply that r is the zero map. E.g., let C be the elliptic curve

{x3 +y3 + z3 = 0} in CP2. Then let Kbe the cone over Cin CP3, i.e., V =

{x+.y+z = 0}inrV = CP3 with [x, y, z, w] as homogeneous coordinates.

Then V is ample in CP3, hence HX{V) = 0. Thus H3{CP3) -4 HX{V) -♦ 0 but

if a,-, / = 1, 2, are the generators of HX{C), then r(af) jC 0, / = 1, 2 in

H2{CP3 - V) since H3{CP3) = 0. In fact, H3{CP3 -V) = Z®Z.

Finally, just as we noted at the end of §2, these geometric results can be

obtained by looking at the Leray spectral sequence induced from the inclusion

map IV - V C IV.

Again in this spectral sequence we will have EP'q =* HP{W, Rq{V)) where

Rq{V) is the sheaf obtained from the presheaf U—*Hq{U - U n V) for Uan

open set. Then the stalk of Rq{V) at P, denoted by Rq{V)p, is given by

proj lim Hq{U - U O V) where U is a neighborhood of P in IV and we take the

inverse limit over all such ¿7.  We note that a cofinal family of U can be chosen

such that 9(7- 9t7n F is a strong deformation retract of U - U C\ V.  This

follows from Milnor [17, Lemma 5.9], where he actually shows that U - U C\ V

is the cone over 9 ¿7 - 9 U n V.

Then EP-q =>Hp+q{W- V).

If V is a hypersurface, let /be a local defining equation of V in U. Then

Milnor [17] proves that 3t7-3t7nK = irisa locally trivial fibre bundle over a

circle with the fibre F being diffeomorphic to f~l{c) n U for c a sufficiently

small complex number. The fibration is given by z l—*-/(z)/|/(z)|. We have the

Wang sequence of the fibration

-+HS{F)1-^HS{F)^HS{E)-+HS_X{F)-^ • • •

where Tis the map induced by the action of irx{S1) = Z. {Note:  Tis called

the Picard-Lefschetz transform by algebraic geometers) and / denotes the map in-

duced from the identity.

Thus to compute RS{V)P, we need only know the action of T. This 2" has

been well studied. In case Kis a Brieskorn variety at P, i.e.,/(Zj, ...,*_)«■

Zj1 + • • • + zann for a¡ > 0, then Pham [21] has computed the action of T.

What he does is let (¿¡: C" —► C" be multiplying the ith coordinate by a primi-

tive a¡th root of unity. Then co,: F—>P(F = /_1(1)). If we let e =

{(Zj, . . . , zn) G F| z¡ are real and nonnegative} {e is homeomorphic to an

(« - l)-cell) then U"=l (1 - to()e = A is an {n — l)-cycle in F and F is a free

group of rank fl^j (a(. - 1) with a set of generators given by {coj1 • • • <Jnnh\
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0 < ij < aj} where the product o^-wy means composition of maps.   Further-

more T can be chosen as action IIJ1 x cof where we have the relations co?' =

-(1 +0í¡ + -" +Wf''_1).

Another way to compute T is to resolve the singularities of V to normal

crossings.  V' = \JV¡, i.e., when we resolve V we do not change W - V and

E C W - V, so that now V' is given by IIJLj zaA = 0 where a¡ > 0, a¡ being the

multiplicity of V¡ in W' and z¡ a local defining equation of V¡. Then F is given

by ñ¡Lx zaA = 1 and J: F-* F is given by II/L, cof where co,-: C" -* C" is

multiplying the ith coordinate by a primitive a,th root of unity. Clemens [2]

has computed the minimal polynomial of T, which is IIJL j {Ta' — 1), and given a

formula to compute Ta, where a = l.cm.faj.an), if one knows HS{F).

Another way to compute E follows from Alexander duality, viz, E C S2"-1

= 3 U, so that

HS{E)^HS{S2"-1 - S2"-1 n V)

~H2n_2_s{S2"-1 n V) = H2n_2_s{r{P, V)).

So if one knows t{P, V) one is done. If P is an isolated singular point of V, then

when one resolves singularities to V' = U Vi, then t{P, V) is diffeomorphic to

t{S> V0) where 5 is the singular locus of V, and V0 is the proper transform of V,

i.e., 5 = U,->o V¡ n *V ^n many instances this is very easy to compute. The

difficulty lies in computing the "multiplicity" of V¡ n VQ in Vl, i.e., the Euler

class of the induced normal bundle. In the case when F is a surface, Orlik and

Wagreich [20] have computed t{P, V) by this method if F admits a C*-action.

(These include the Brieskorn varieties.) Wagreich [25] has computed t{P, V) in

case V is what he calls an elliptic singularity.

Let us return to the case of a variety V of codimension q in a complex

manifold W of dimension n. Then

Z, s = 0 for all P, if n > 2,

0, s>Q,PEW-V,

\Z, s = 2q-l,PEV-S,

0, 0<s<2q-l,PEV,

0, s>n + 1,PES and F is a hypersurface.

For « = 2, R°{V)p will equal the free group on the number of components of V

at P. By Alexander duality, HS{E) * H2n_2_s{T{P, V)) and r{P, V) is of dimen-

sion 2n -2q - 1. If V is a hypersurface, Milnor [17] has shown that t{P, V)

is in — 3)-connected. He has also shown that F has the homotopy type of a fi-

nite CW-complex of real dimension n — 1.

Suppose V has only isolated singularities {Pf} and « > 2. Then RS{V)P. —
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Hs-2q+1{T{P¡, V)) by Alexander and Poincare duality. Then R^'^V) <* Zv,

i.e., the constant sheaf whose stalk over each point of V is Z and whose stalk off

of Fis zero, so that Ep'° * HP{W), Ep'2q-X * HP{V) and Ep>° = 0 for p > 1

and s + 0, 2ç/ - 1.

E** =©//0(Pí, P^F)^.)^ 07ïî-2<î + 1(t(P|., V))

where the last isomorphism follows from Alexander-Poincare duality.

4.18 Proposition. If V only has isolated singularities and is of codimension

q, then

(a) Ep<° => image {Hp{W -V)^ Hp{W)};

(b) ££-a«+i.a«-i => image {Hp_2q+X{V)A -+Hp_2q + x{V)},i.e., those

yp-2q+l °fHp-2q + l(V)ù. wflich d° n0t boUtld *»  ^

(c)£20>^ker{//p_2, + 1(K)A —^p_29+i(n}.

Proof,  (a) ker dP'° = Ep'° = HP{W). The first nonzero term in the

spectral sequence to map onto Ep'° is

EP-2q<2q-1 = Hp~2q{V)-^Hp{W) = Epq°

and dp~2q'2q~1 is adjoint to intersection Hp{W)—*Hp_2q{V) so that

coker dp-2q>2q-1 =ker I,i.e.,Epq°+l = {ypEHp{W)\yp • V = 0}.

We know from the above examples that a cycle having a zero intersection

with V does not guarantee that it has a representative disjoint from V, but this is

a first approximation.

The next nonzero term to map onto Ef,0 is

rfOrf»-i:£.o.p-i =®Hp-2q{T{Pi, V))-+Epq°+lCHp{W)
i

and this is also adjoint to the map Hp{W) —*■ {(£,. Hp_2q{T{P¡, V))} C

Hp_2q{V) given by intersection in V. The kernel of this intersecting map are

those p-cycles of IV which have zero intersection with t{P¡, V), which means

precisely that if 7p n V= yp_2q = bcp_2q+x for cp_2q + x C V, then

cp_2_ + i can be chosen to miss the P¡; for if not, then 7P_2? is a cone over P¡,

i.e.,0*yp_2qEHp_2q{T{Pt,V)).

Thus we get image d^-i = {7p G /^(M/)| 7p . y = 7p_2</ = bcp_2q+,

but cp_2? + 1 cannot be pulled off some P,}, i.e.,

Ep* = image{tfp(!V - V) -> /^(IV)}.

(bj Ep-2q + i,2q-i = Hp-2q + 1{V)-> Ep~2q+2>2q-2 wñbe the zero

map until

¿P-29 + 1,29-1 =jiYP-2<. + l(i/)_»./f'P+l(TV) = £P+l,0
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which is adjoint to intersection, so

ker^-2^1,2'-1 = {7p_2, + 1 eHp_2q+xiV)\yp_2q+x

*yp+1"Vîoryp+xEHp+x{W)}.

There will not be terms which map onto Ep~2q + 1,2q~l until

EÍ-2~q\i =®7Zp-2<7(^. V))-»EppZ¡qqtl'2q-1 CHp-2q + \V)

which is adjoint to the intersection map. Thus

c-p-20+1,20-1  _ pp-2q + l,2q-l

p-20 + 2 £~

= iyp-2q + i eZZp_2(7 + 1(K)l7p_2£/ + 1 ZHp_2q + x{V)A}

since we can construct the tube over 7p_2<J +1 if and only if yp_2q + x misses all

the P¡ if and only if yp_2q+x n t.{P¡, V) is zero in t{P¡, V).

(c) d20,p:E°2'p -*E22,p-1 will be the zero map until we reach

F/-20+2,20-1^

pO,p — pO,pr,p-2q + 2      u1 ,0,p

= ©  ZZP-2o + 1(T(P,  V))    p-2q + 2) EP-2q + 2,2q-l

¡ ' p-2q+2

Ä//P-2<l + 2(r/)

which is adjoint to the intersection map Z0p. Also

d°'p
®//p-2i + i(T(/»/f V)) D E°>f2q + 3 = Fp°;P "£±i* Hp+ \W)

is adjoint to the intersection map with V, so that dp'f2q + 2 and d"^ together

give those cycles S, 7p_2<J + i1i e ©/ Hp-2q + i{T(Pi, V)) such that

Si r(7p-2o + i,/)Ti' ° inW-V, i.e., I, 7p_2o+.,/ £ image Z0p implies

zi 7p_2o+,,/ = S, r(P/( F) n 7p_2fl + 2 for 7p_2o+2 eZZp_2<? + 2(F) so that

Zr(Tp-2o + l,I)=-3r(Tp-2o + 2-Xr(P|.. nr>7p_2(? + 2)  ~0

in W - V while <*,,+1(S/7í,_2í+,,<) = 0 if and only if ^T{yp_2q+XJ) = 0.

Therefore

FpY2 -F^ =ker{ZZp_20 + 1(F)A -Hp_2q + x{V)}

because Hp_2q+ x{r{Pit V)) —*■ Hp_2q + x{V) has zero image. Q.E.D.

In general, if V does not have isolated singularities, we have that

H2n_2q_x{T{P¡, V))=* R2q~1{V)p — free group on the number of components
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F has at P¡. Thus E^'2q~l =*HP{V) where the over H means we count

the multiplicity of the number of components of V at each point, i.e.Hp{V) —

X¡ Hp{V¡) where V¡ are the (local) irreducible components of V. Also RS{V) - 0

for 0 < s < 2q - I. Also support RS{V) Ç S, singular locus of V for s > 2q -1,

so that Ep~s's s» H*{t(S', V)) for some subvariety S' of S.

4.19 Corollary.   Let V be an arbitrary subvariety of codimension q,

then:

(a) EP<° => image{Hp{W - V)-+ Hp{W)};

(b)£.p-29 + i,29-i =>image{/Yp_2£? + 1(F)A— Hp_2q+x{V)};

{c)fors>2q - 1,

E'->'>~ker{Hp_2q+xiV)¿-*Hp_2q+l{V)}.

Thus Theorem 4.12 is a study of (b) and (c) while Corollary 4.17 studies (c).

Furthermore, Corollary 4.17 gives us an intersection pairing on V, a variety

of dim q, i.e., there is a natural mapping Hp{V) —► H2    JV)A which is an

isomorphism, and also a group Hp{V)A can be defined which corresponds to a

cohomology theory to the homology theory such that HJV)-^> H2q~p{V)A is

also an isomorphism. This gives us an intersection pairing on F just as Poincare

duality does for nonsingular V. Also HJV)A can be shown to be an intrinsic

property of V, i.e., independent of the embedding of V into IV, ambient manifold.

In fact, if Fis any polyhedra embedded as a subcomplex of some C°°-manifold

W, then Hq{V)A (resp. Hq{V)A) can be constructed such that Corollary 4.17 is

true and we have the duality theorem.  For details, see Gordon [6].

5. The residue operator. If Fis a hypersurface of a complex manifold IV, then

we have shown that we have an exact sequence in Corollaries 2.12 or 4.17 which re-

duces to the Thom-Gysin sequence in case F is nonsingular. We can dualize the se-

quence, i.e., take Horn, and since our coefficients are over a field C, we get the long

exact sequence in cohomology,

;* R IJIT1*(3)    ->Hp{W)L+Hp{W-V)-+Hp-1{V)A^LJ+Hp + l{W)-^'~

where lP-liV)^ is by definition equal to Homc{Hp_x{V)A, C) = Hp_x{V)*A .

The map \j[V] * is essentially cup product with the cohomology class of F, i.e.,

F defines a homology class [V] EH2n_2{W) and hence by Poincare duality,

has a dual two-dimensional cohomology class [F]  .

The map R is the Poincare residue operator in case F is nonsingular. We

know that if go G HP{W - V), then by de Rham's theorem we can represent w

by a closed differential form which is at least C°° in W - V.   Furthermore the

representation is unique up to exact such forms.
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Leray [14] has shown that if V is nonsingular, then co has a representation

of the form 6 A X + î? where 8 and tj are smooth forms of W, i.e., they are C°°

with no singularities.  If/ : V —*■ W is the inclusion map, then j*9 = 81 V is a

closed form of V and X has a pole of order one on V, i.e.,

5.1 Definition.   A differential form X has a pole of order k on F if

{fjj)k ' X is smooth in U, where £/ is any coordinate chart of W and fv is a local

defining equation of V in IV.

In fact Leray shows that if {£/} is a locally finite cover of W by coordinate

charts and {e,j } is a partition of unity subordinate to {(/}, then X can be chosen

to have the form S^ ev dfvffjj. Since the fv are analytic, this implies X is a

(1, 0) form and d\ is essentially the Poincaredual of [V], i.e., if Í2 is a funda-

mental (n - 1, n - l)-form of V, then fw £2 A d\ > 0. Then Leray proves F(co)

= /*0/2ttV~.
Hence to analyze R in (3), we will first consider the case of normal crossings.

5.2 Theorem (Robin). If Vhas normal crossings, then H*{W - V) can be

represented by differential forms having a pole of order one on V.  In fact, if

{U} is a locally finite cover of W by coordinate charts, [eu}a partition of unity

subordinate to the cover {U} and fv a local defining equation of V in U, then

a EH*{W - V) has a representation oí, a closed form, of the type co =

(0 A Xv ev dfjjlfjj) + rj where 6 A e^cZ/j/ andfv • rj are smooth.

Proof of Theorem 5.2.  Robin [23] has shown that each class is represent-

ed by a form having a pole of order one, and Leray [14] has shown that if a

closed form co of degree p in W - V has a pole of order one on V, then co has a

representation in U of the type

p-i     ^ dhx,u dff  „

q=l{ix,...,iq}    l        q       Jix,U fiq,U

where the 6 's are smooth and fv — l\f= xf(U-    But

*dfi,ujfu

i=l   i~i,u      fu

hence the representation as stated in the theorem. Q.E.D for Theorem 5.2.

Note.  The choice of 9 is not unique, e.g., if fix, y) = xy defines V in W =

C2 = ix, y), then H2{W - V) can be represented by dxfx A df/f as well as by

6X A dfff where dx = {xdx - ydyf{xx + yy).

Note.  Suppose we let

dfix,U àf    U

*o= r *i,~.t*-f—A--'A-i fii.U f¡a,V '
T
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using the notation of the proof of Theorem 5.2. Let yp_q E Hp_q{Mq)A, i.e.,

we have rx • • • tq 7p_o G HJW - V). We would like to say that the homology

class which has period one onr, • • • Tqyp_q and zero periods on the other

classes can be represented by a form which is locally of the type ^q + rj where

Tj is smooth, i.e., we do not need *,. for r =£ q.

But consider, for example, F = Vx U F2 and 7p_2 EHp_2{Vx O F2).

Suppose 0 j 2 is a closed form on Vx 2 which represents the dual cohomology class

of 7p_2 via integration. Then let 6\2 be a smooth form on W which vanishes off

Tx XT22VX2 and equals 0x2 near Vx2; and let f¡ be a local defining equation of

V¡. Then we would like to say that 0'X2 A dfxlfx A c?/2//2 should (modulo a

smooth form oniC) represent the dual cohomology class of TxT2yp_2.

One can show that d{0\2 A c?/j//j A df2/f2) has no periods on W, but it

is not necessarily smooth, i.e., d6'x2 is closed near F12, but dd'x2\Vx is not zero,

hence dd'x2 A dfx/fx A df2/f2 need not be smooth on Vx. Hence, we might

need a correction term, dx A dfx/fx, to make it smooth on Vx, and another

correction term, 02 A df2/f2, to make it smooth on F2, where the 6¡ are smooth

forms.

However, we would have that R{6¡ A df¡/f¡) = 0. This is because in the

spectral sequence of the map /: IV - F C IV, we showed that Ep~1'1 =>

ri^p-i(^i)a> whh"e EP~2'2 =*■ TxT2Hp_2{M2)A. But we are working over a

field, hence there are no relations among Ep~1'1 and El,'2' .    But if

R{Bi A dfi/fi) =£ 0 and 6¡ A dfijfi is part of the dual cohomology class of

TjT27p_2, these would give nontrivial relations.

Hence, to analyze R in (3) when F has normal crossings, we have that if

yp_qE Hp_JMq)A and a is the dual homology class of 7, • • • Tqyp_q, then

R{a) = (2nsT-iy    Z     [\...i  I Vi   n • • • n F, ] GH*-*{M)l .

Thus P is a mapping on differential forms of degree p to differential forms

of degree less than or equal to p - 1. If we represent co by

dfu
w = 0'A Zeu— + r)

u        Ju

then P(co) = (2ïï>/^T)0'| F where 0' is a closed (p - l)-form on F with singu-

larities (in fact logarithm singularities) on the singular locus of F, i.e., R maps

closed p-forms with poles on F to closed (p - l)-forms with (perhaps) poles on

the singular locus of F.

Furthermore R commutes with d, i.e. R{d(S) = dR{co), because if A. =

Sfy eu dfejlfjj then d\ is smooth, in fact d\ is a (1, 1) form which is the Poin-

care dual of F in W. We also remark that this description of R is independent of
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the representation of co, i.e., if co = 0" A Xueu dfy/fy + r¡, then 0'| V = 0"| V,

and if/y is another defining equation, i.e.,/y = gy/y where g^ is nonvanishing

in U, then co = 0' A 2 ev df\jff'u + i? will have P(co) = 0'| F as well since

df'ulfu = dfulfu + dSulSu and Su is nonvanishing.

Let us state this explicitly.

5.3 Corollary.   Let V have normal crossings and X = ^>ueudfulfu

and co G HP{W - V).  Then in (3), F(co) = 01V, a closed form onV-S with

{perhaps) a pole of order one on S, and \J[V] * is essentially the wedge product

with d\ a smooth form.

Note.  We say essentially because we actually have

U[v]*
Hp-q{Mq)A^-^Hp + 1{W)

where

dfXfUA--f\dfqtU

\ =Z^fj
U f.l.U ' • • fq,U4-

whereÀ7(l, . . . , q) is given by (lf-x if¡ v = 0) in U. d\q will be a {q, l)-form

and /   is the restriction map, i.e., / : M  C W.

We would like to say that if Fis any hypersurface and X = IL^e^dfuffy

where the {£/} are suitably chosen coordinate charts, then aEH {W - V) has

a representative of the form co = 0 A X + 17 where fu • 0 AX and fv • tj are

smooth with R{a) = [0 | V]. Unfortunately, proving it for the normal crossings

case does not suffice.

Suppose, then, we have given V C W and we take a resolution (IV', V', it)

where V' = ti~x{V), it: W' —► W and V' has local normal crossings. Then if

U is a local coordinate chart in W with/y a local defining equation of V and

it~l{U) - U', then we set/y ° tt =/y. and/y = nfLjí/^.f' with a,. > 1

and Ilj./, y- is a local defining equation of V' in U'.

Let X = 'Lueuduffu for {U} a suitably chosen locally finite cover of IV.

Thenjr-1(£/) =U' is a locally finite cover of IV ' and one can choose a refinement

{£/"} of {U'} with/i;»|l/'n[/» =fu'\u'c\u" sucn tnat U" are coordinate charts

which satisfy the representation of co in Theorem 5.2. Then dfU"lfu« =

EÍlj a¡ df¡ U"ffiU" • But in the proof of Theorem 5.2, one can replace all of

the df¡ 7j"lf¡ u" by a,- dfitU»ffiV» and the conclusions will still be valid, i.e.,

since-the a¡ are invariant of the coordinate chart representation, one has only

multiplied the representative by a nonzero constant. Hence one will have by The-
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orem 5.2 that a EH*{W' - V) has a representative to' = 0' A X' + tj' where

X' = Vet/" dfu"/fu"- But iUu " {tf"ltf" c *~liU)}, then U7  tT1^")

= U' and 27   ej,» /y» = eU'fu> = (e^ ° it) {fv ° rr) so that tt*X = X'.

Hence (ît*)_1co = (ît*)-^'A X' + (ir*)-1^'. If 5 denotes the singular

locus of F, and S' = n~1{S), then tt| IV' - S' is a bianalytic isomorphism so that

(tt*)_1(0') is a form on F - S which is smooth as 0'i W' - S' is smooth and 0'

is closed near F' implies (rr*)_10' is closed near F - S.

Hence, we have shown

5.4Proposition. If Vis a hypersurface in W and a G H*{W - V), then a

has a representative of the form 0 A X + tj where \ = 'Eueu dfylfy. Moreover,

R{a) = [01 F], which will be a closed form with {perhaps) singularities on S, the

singular locus of V.

However, we cannot say that fu • (ît*)-1t}' is smooth, i.e., if P ES, then

we can have P¡t P¡ EW - S with P¡, P¡ -* P but lim r¡ '(P,) ̂  lim t?'(P/). Also,

we cannot say that/y • (jt*)-10' A X is smooth as (7r*)-10'may acquire singu-

larities, even if 0 is smooth, as in the example after Corollary 4.15 we have

7j fe 0 in V hence 0'| F' is smooth, but yx ~ 0 in F so that (ît*)_10'| F will

have a singularity at the singular point of F. But in this example,/^(ît*)- ld' A

X is smooth as X has a zero at the singular point of sufficiently high order to make

the form smooth.

However, we can say if $p(t7) denotes the closed, smooth p-forms in ¿7,

Í2(Í7) are smooth forms in i7, and dü{U) are exact ones, then

5.5 Proposition.    Let 0 G $P(IV -V)and {W', V', it) a resolution of

{W, V) whose centers are nonsingular. Then if tt*6 is smooth, either

(i) 0 - c?t? G $p(IV)/or some tj G Í2"-1(JV - F) or

{h)6Edn{W- V).

Proof.  By Proposition 3.1, since Ker t0 = Rp{V) » Rp{V) = Ker i*

where i : F C IV, /': V' C W', we-have that (as coefficients are in C) it*: Coker /'*

* CokerO')*, i.e., "*: Ker R ~KerP' where

Hp{W') -^-//"(IV' - V)-> Hp-\V')A

IT*

Hp{W) ->Hp{W- V)   ->Hp-x{V)A.

Hence 0 closed implies [0] EHP{W - F) and jt*[0] being smooth implies

P'tt*[0] = 0 which implies R[d] = 0, i.e., either 6 -dr¡E ${W) or 0 G

c?í2(IV - F). Q.E.D. for Proposition 5.5.

-
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5.6 Lemma.  d{fv • (tt*)_1(t?')) has no periods on W.

Proof of Lemma 5.6.   Let [7p+x] £Hp+l{W), then yp+x^V= yp_x

with[7p_i] ZHp_x{V)A. Hence,

Îvp+X d{fu • (O-V» = ̂ Jyp+x-Teyp_x *«U ' (**T'(^

= -lim   (Ty       /V(**)~V)

by Stokes' theorem where re7__j are all the fibres of length less than or equal

to e and re yp_x are all the fibres of length equal to e.

By Proposition 3.1, 7r*re7p_j = rey'p_x for some y'p_x EHp_x{V')A,

i.e., in the proof of that proposition, it was shown that Jr_1(7p_i) e

Zp-i(V')a if 7p_, eHp_x(V)A. Hence

- lim f fv • (ff*)" V) - - Um J    ,      r?ifu) • r?' = 0
e-»oJ   e   P-1 e->0"/   e7P-l

since rr*fTr = /' • fv and /¿- • 17' is smooth, while lirn^,, Tey'p_x is a {p - 1)-

dimensional chain. Q.E.D. for Lemma 5.6.

5.7 Proposition. Ifd{fv - {n*)'1^')) is smooth, thenaEH*{W- V)

has a representative of the form 0 A X + tj where fv • r¡ is smooth.

Proof of Proposition 5.7.   If d{fv • {n *)~1{rj')) is smooth, then by

Lemma 5.6 and de Rham's theorem, we have a % E £2(1V) such that

d{fu ' 0r*)_10?')) = d%. Hence fv • (ff*)-1^') - % is a closed form on W -

V such that ■n*{fu • (îr*)_1(n') - £) is smooth, so that by Proposition 5.5

either

fu' i**)-l{v)-%-dp = *ESl{W)

or

fu •(■"*)"'(V)-| = dp   for p E n{W - V).

Then let co = {it*)'103 -dp = {n*)-ld' A X + r¡ where t? is now smooth.

If we set 0 = (it *)~ l6', then 0 is a smooth form onW-S with 01 F being

closed. Q.E.D. for Proposition 5.7.

5.8 Conjecture. If Fis a hypersurface in IV, a complex manifold and

a E H*{W - V), then a has a representative of the form co = 0 A X + tj where

/ • tj is smooth if fis a local defining equation of V. Then R{a) = [01 V], a

closed form on V - S with perhaps singularities on 5, the singular locus of V.

Given any variety F in a complex manifold W, we can asssociate to it a dif-

ferential form X, called its kernel, where X is locally summable on W, has singular

support in V and such that dX = 1 v + ^ where \p is a smooth form on IV and

lv is the current of integration over V, i.e., 1K [co] = fv_s co (cf. Poly [22] for
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the existence of X).    For F a hypersurface, \ = 'Lueu dfjjffjj is the kernel

associated to F.

5.9 Conjecture.   If a G H*{W - V) where F is a variety of codim q and

X is the kernel of F, then a has a representative of the form to = 0 A X + tj

where tj is smooth and R{<x) = 01 F which will be a closed form on F - S with

(perhaps) singularities on S, the singular locus of F.

Note.  In general, Res(a) = R{a) is considered as a current with support in

F, but what Conjecture 5.11 says is that Res(a) can be represented by a closed

differential form on F but perhaps with singularities on the singular locus of F.

5.10 Theorem (Poly). A necessary and sufficient condition that a G

HP{W - V) has a representative of the form to = 0 A X + tj where 0 is smooth

and 01F is closed is that if a* is the dual homology elass of a via integration,

then a* has a representative of the form yp = T{yp_2q + X) where 0 ¥=

L7p_29+lJ  e^p-29+l(^)-

Proof.   This is proven in [22] where it is stated slightly differently.

In Gordon [6], it is shown that f|[F] : H2n-p~x{V) ■* Hp_2q + X{V)A

where n — dimc W and C\[V] is cap product with the homology class carried by

F.   Butif/?n [V] = [yp_2q + x] EHp_2q+x{V)A nHp_2q + x{V),thenO*

8 *ß EH2n~p{W, V), i.e., we have the commutative diagram

S *
H2n-p{W, V)<—H\n-p-l{V)

IrifF]

Hp{W-V)    +^Hp_2q + 1{V)A

where the left-hand isomorphism is Lefschetz duality. Hence Theorem 5.12 is

equivalent to:

a G Hp{W - F) has a representative of the form 0 A X + tj where 0, tj are

smooth and X is kernel associated to F if and only if we let a * G H2n_p{W, V)

be the Lefschetz dual to a, then 5„,a* = [V] n ß for some ßEHp~2q + 1{V)

and 5 *a* G H2n_p_x{V). This is the form of the theorem that Poly proves.

Q.E.D. for Theorem 5.10.

We note that a direct proof of Theorem 5.12 can be proved without use of

currents in the theory of Bloom-Herrara and Herrera-Liberman [12]. The basic

idea is that given 7p_2£?+j, we can find a (p - 2c; + l)-form 0 on W which is

closed near F such that 0 is dual to F to 7p_2(7 + i via integration. Then one

shows that c?(0 A X) = d% for % E Sl{W) by the fundamental identity

J^p_29 + i)öAX = ^/,p_29+iö^   tory'p_2q+xEHp_2q + 1{V)A
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and K is some constant depending only on q. Then 0 A X -i* *£ - i*p G a for

some p G £2(IV).

We note that Robin [23] has shown that any a G H*{W - V) can be

represented by a form with a pole of order k for some k, but has no bounds on k.

We can state

5.11 Corollary.   Any class a E H*{W - V) has a representative co such

that f2u is continuous, where f is a local defining equation.

Proof.  Choose a resolution with normal crossings {W', V', it) such that

f° n—f' locally. But we can choose co G a G H*{W - V) with /'rr*co =

TT*fu smooth. Hence for PES, it~l (P) is a compact set since n is proper, so that

7T*/w| _j     <°°- Thus, limß_>p.ßeB/_jS/2(ß)co(ß) = 0, so that/2co is con-

tinuous.  Q.E.D. for Corollary 5.11.

The question of semimeromorphic forms will be discussed in a subsequent paper.

I would like to conclude this paper by returning to Theorem 5.2 and con-

sider the case when co is a {p, 0)-form. This will tie up with the question asked

in §3.

5.12 Corollary. If V has normal crossings and co is a {p, 0)-form with a

pole of order one and F(co) G Hp~q{M )A, then there is a sufficiently small

neighborhood Uq ofMq + x in W such that for all yp_q E Hp_q{V¡ n • • • n Vi ),

iyp-q R" - Iyp_qniMq-uq) R" = Syp-qnMq Ru-

Note.   In general for co a {p, 0)-form with a pole of order one, P(co) G

2P=, Hp~q{Ma)A, i.e., R{u) - 2_ RJco) and the corollary will be true for each

Rq{co) and some Uq.

Proof.  It suffices to assume co is of the type

ÏAZ«„^A...*i!t,
U-       h,U Jq.U

Since tj is smooth and df¡ v is a (1, 0) form, this implies 0 is a (p - q, 0)-form.

Then let 0 - P(cj) = {2n\fÄ)q 0 \Mq.

Let yp_q E Hp_q{M{l, . . . , q)) and suppose 7p_0 nMq + x * 0 for all

representatives of 7p_  . Then we have 7p_0 Cl Vq + X = yp_q_2 TcOin

M{l,...,q,q+ 1).

Also,

where {i/},is a cover of W by coordinate charts.

To prove the corollary it suffices to show if U n M + x — 0, then
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fy _ r\u eu ' 0 = 0- But this is so because in U, we have that

yan?;=(0x:-1X0xCZi xW2)n£/

(9-l)-times

since yp_q intersects Vq+X transversely.  But 0 is a (p - q, 0)-form, hence does

not have adz -term which implies the integral must be zero.  Q.E.D.

Note.  The corollary does not say that i£.yp_q is the dual cycle to P*(to) in

A/(l, . . ., q) that 7p_(? has a representative disjoint from AÍ_ + j. We can have

y_P-q n Vq + i =7P_<7_2 7C 0 in A7(l, . . . , q + l)but7p_(i_2~0in

M{1, . . . , q). What this says is that the restriction of R to to ¿7   PlAf  is exact.

However we have

5.13 Corollary. Let V have normal crossings and let u be a (p, 0)-form

with a pole of order one and P(co) G Hp~q{M )A.  If in

Bp-qGH.L ■ . .,q))^Hp_q_2{M{l, ...,q+ 1)) -^ Hp_q_2{M{l, ...,q))

where I is intersection and i* is induced from the inclusion, we have (image I) C\

Ker *„ ■ 0, then P(co) G Hp~q{Mq), i.e., dual cycle to P(w) lies in Hp_q{Mq).

Proof.  In the notation of Corollary 5.11, we have yp_q_2 ^ 0 in

Hp_q_2{M{l, . . . , q + 1)).  But from the commutative diagram

Hp-q-2{M{l, ...,<? + 1» — Hp-"{M{\, ...,q))

Hp-q~2{M{l,...,q))

this implies that 0 = 0' A [F^+J * where [F +1]* is the Poincare dual cycle to

VXC\--- nVqnVq + x inM{\.q). But [Vq + X]* is a (1, l)-form which

implies 0 cannot be a (p - q, 0)-form contradiction.    Q.E.D.

Note.   If F comes from a resolution, then the hypothesis that image / n

Ker /* = 0 may always be true.

We know that if V is ample, then Hp(W - V) is generated by meromorphic

(p, 0)-forms with poles of order k < n - dimc IV. Griffiths [8, §8] has given an

algorithm for representing to = SÍ^1 to,- where to,- has a pole of order one and

to,- is a (p - /, i')-form.  Using the fact that to is meromorphic, one might be able

to generalize Corollary 5.12 without too restrictive topological conditions on F

which are satisfied if F is a resolution.
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